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ABSTRACT
Paratuberculosis, also known as Johne’s disease or JD, is a chronic contagious
infection, caused by Mycobaterium avium paratuberculosis (MAP). This fatal disease
is incurable and causes considerable economic losses to the industry. Each year, the
U.S. dairy industry loses over 200 million dollars due to the infection. Using the cattle
movement data of six California dairy farms and Johne’s disease transmission data, a
mathematical model was developed to determine control policies that can minimize
the likelihood of outbreaks and the incidence and prevalence of the infection in dairy
farms. In particular, we have implemented a hybrid modeling approach that combines
the between-pen cattle movements with progression of the infection in each pen to
study the effect of cattle movement patterns on the spread of disease. Using the basic
reproduction number, the infection risk in cattle in each pen and the entire farm was
calculated. It is shown that the overall infection risk is substantially reduced when
the average residence time and the population size in high risk pens are minimized.
Using numerical simulations, spread of epidemic waves in dairy farms and impacts of
ii
control measures are numerically explored. It is shown that a single control measure
is insufficient to prevent outbreaks. Whereas a combination of control measures such
as test and cull, and intensive pen cleaning may lead to a disease-free environment in
the dairy farms.
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GLOSSARY
colostrum - the first milk produced by a pregnant cow for the newborn calf.
fecal coliform - a bacteria present in the gastrointestinal tract and feces of warm-
blooded animals.
heifer - a young female cow that has not borne a calf.
infectious - a disease or infection capable of being passed from one animal to an-
other.
latent - existing but not yet manifest in which the usual symptoms are not yet
expressed.
MAP - the infecting organism which causes Johne’s disease, Mycobacterium avium
paratuberculosis.
multiparous cow - a cow which has given birth to more than one offspring.
springer - a female cow that close to calving.
super shedder - an animal infected with MAP which is in the later stages of infec-
tion and is shedding very high levels of the organism in its feces.
susceptible - an animal vulnerable to being infected with the disease organism,
particularly when the immune system is compromised or not fully developed,
as in the young calf.
uniparous cow - a cow which has given birth to exactly one offspring.
xiv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Controlling the spread of disease in intensive dairy cattle production systems,
is critical to the economic optimization of the dairy industry and related industries.
Current measures aimed at optimizing and mitigating agricultural disease in dairy cat-
tle include: (a) biologically focused development and application of vaccines and bio-
cides; (b) improved testing for earlier detection of infected animals; (c) the regulated
movement of cattle between pens; and/or (d) combinations of all of the above. This
work uses a mathematical modeling approach to improve upon the models presently
employed to understand and control paratuberculosis, also known as Johne’s Disease
(JD). By including the eects of cattle movement along with other factors which aect
the spread of the disease within the herd. An expanded understanding of the inter-
action of these factors will help us to better control and minimize JD occurrences in
the dairy herd and thereby reduce its economic impact on the industry.
1.1 Description of Johne’s Disease
Johne’s disease (JD) is a chronic, infectious gastrointestinal disease of domestic
and wild ruminants (i.e. cattle, sheep, goats, deer, and bison), caused by the My-
cobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis (MAP) organism. Johne’s disease occurs
worldwide and was first observed in dairy cows in 1895 [16]. When a cow becomes
infected with MAP there is an asymptomatic period which may last for years. As
the disease advances, the cow eventually becomes overtly symptomatic and displays
1
2decreased milk production, persistent diarrhea, and despite having no changes in ap-
petite, the animal undergoes progressive wasting leading to death. A brief description
of JD and the related factors is given below.
Causative Organism MAP. The MAP organism responsible for JD is an anaer-
obic, partially gram-positive bacterium. It has a thick lipid-rich cell wall which en-
hances its survival in the external environment or within the macrophages of animals
that it infects [26]. The organism is considered to be an obligate pathogen, surviving
and multiplying within the cells of the host [57]. Studies on the survival time for MAP
in the environment found the organism surviving for 8 months in feces in ambient
conditions [36] and survival in water at 38◦C for 19 months. Studies also demon-
strated survival in a desiccated state for 47 months [34]. This resistance explains
why environmental contamination with MAP is a serious challenge in management
of the dairy farm. The MAP organism enters the cells of the intestinal mucosa of the
ileum and causes an inflammatory state which alters the intestinal lumen and which
interferes with absorption of nutrients. Something similar is seen in human Crohn’s
disease, and some researchers hypothesize that MAP has a role in Crohn’s [30]. While
the primary goal of this work is to demonstrate efficacy of our mathematical model
of JD on dairy cows in pens on dairies, it is not unrealistic to think about how the
models can be altered to show impact on other animals and other diseases.
Testing for MAP. Johne’s disease advances slowly over the course of years
through four phases of progression. The first silent or latent phase occurs in animals
less than 2 years of age. During this time, animals are asymptomatic and detection of
infected animals in the latent phase is not possible by normally available means. Cows
3in the second phase, or subclinical period, display a decline in milk yield; infection
can be detected by fecal culture or by immunological testing for MAP antibodies.
The third phase is the clinical period; infection is detected by fecal culture/PCR or
antibody Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). In this third phase, animals
display the clinical signs of Johne’s disease: loss of milk production, intermittent
diarrhea and gradual weight loss with no change in appetite. The fourth phase is the
stage of advanced clinical infection when animals show advancing emaciation as body
proteins are metabolized resulting in death due to cachexia. Cows are usually culled
before reaching this end, as fecal testing reveals high levels of MAP shedding [59].
Economic costs of JD. Johne’s disease causes significant financial losses to
dairy industries throughout the world due to decreased milk production, premature
culling, low fertility, and reduced slaughter value of culled animals [9]. In the U.S.
in 2008, 68% of US dairy herds had at least one MAP-infected cow and the annual
economic cost to the U. S. dairy industry was US$ 22 to US$ 27 per cow or US$ 200
to US$ 250 million annually [61] Some estimate economic losses to be in the billions
worldwide [17]. The goal of this study is to improve models which control the spread
on infection in dairy farms and thus reduce the economic impacts to the industry.
1.2 Routes of Infection
As explained in the following, JD is spread by direct fecal-oral transmission
through host-to-host contact with infected animals or environmental exposure in an
environment contaminated with the MAP bacillus.
Host-to-Host transmission. A susceptible host may become infected after a
direct adequate contact with an infected host. Infected animals shed the MAP bacillus
4in their feces and bodily fluids. MAP has been found in milk and colostrum [53],
semen [6], blood and saliva [51]. Intrauterine transmission from infected dams to
their calves has been found to occur even when the dam was still in the subclinical
phase and displayed no symptoms of infection [67].
Environmental contamination. A susceptible host may become infected by
contact with a sufficient number of free-living MAP pathogens in the environment.
Most exposure seems to occur through fecal exposure which takes place in an envi-
ronment where both infected and susceptible animals are comingled or sharing water
and feeding troughs while defecating in the same area. Infected animals shedding
the MAP organism in their feces contaminate the environment in which they live in-
cluding stalls, feed, water, and pasture. The entire living environment then becomes
contaminated by MAP bacilli. When susceptible animals come into contact with
these contaminated sources they are exposed to infection. Fecal-oral environmental
exposure is thought to be the primary transmission route for the disease [54]. The
dynamics of the dairy farm, with close proximity, relative confinement of the animals,
and contamination of the environment makes it difficult to prevent the spread of JD
within a herd.
1.3 Control Strategies
Because JD is contagious it can easily spread within a dairy herd but control
of JD infection within the herd presents serious challenges. Currently the most com-
monly used strategies for control of JD on dairy farms include: testing and culling of
infected animals, vaccination, and environmental hygiene management. These meth-
ods are explained as follows.
5Test and cull. Identification of infected calves is difficult because JD has a
long latent period. During this latent incubation period, animals do not shed MAP
organisms and thus do not test positive even though infected. Animals may show no
clinical symptoms of disease for up to ten years after infection [44]. Widely available
tests are not sensitive enough to identify animals in the latent period and there is no
way to predict when the animal will begin shedding MAP and thus become a source
of infection and contamination. Further complicating identification of infection is
that, at different stages of infection, cows may shed the MAP organism at high levels,
low levels, transiently, intermittently, or not at all; thus cows which test positive may
represent only “the tip of the iceberg” while the larger reservoir of infection lies within
the latent members of the herd carrying MAP but undetectable [40].
Testing for JD infection and culling of animals shedding the MAP organism
are widely practiced. On dairy farms with low JD transmission rates, immediate
culling of only high-shedding animals is a relatively effective control approach; but
on farms where there is a high rate of transmission, low-shedding animals must also
be culled [37]. Testing, however, cannot be relied upon to identify all infected calves.
This is because JD has a long latent period during which animals rarely shed MAP
organisms and thus do not test positive even though infected. Widely available tests
are not sensitive enough to identify animals in this latent period and there is no way
to predict when the animal will begin shedding MAP and thereby become a source of
infection and contamination for the rest of the herd. Thus cows which test positive
may represent only a small percentage of the infected cows in the herd which are in
the latent or incubation stage of the disease [40]. Cows testing positive may represent
6only “the tip of the iceberg” while the larger reservoir of infection lies within the
latent members of the herd carrying MAP but undetectable. The model developed in
this study is directed at procedures which will help to minimize the spread of MAP
infection through cattle movement management in conjunction with other methods
currently used in dairy farms.
Vaccination. Vaccination of calves is not widely utilized to control JD. Vac-
cines provide partial protection from infection; however these vaccines are imperfect
and do not confer total immunity. No vaccine has been developed to fully protect
calves [38]. There is no available treatment once an animal has contracted the MAP
organism.
Environmental hygiene management. Environmental hygiene management fo-
cuses on reducing fecal shedding, prevention of transmission of the disease to calves,
and delayed exposure. Infected animals shedding the MAP organism in their feces
contaminate the environment in which they live including stalls, feed, water, and
pasture. Animals living in a contaminated environment are continuously exposed to
the pathogen. The primary transmission route for the disease is believed to be fecal-
oral [54]. Due to the dynamics of the dairy farm, with close proximity and relative
confinement of the animals, it is difficult to maintain an environment free of MAP
contamination. In fact, MAP bacilli shed into feces can survive longer than a year in
the environment [41].
A control option being used with sheep is to destock an infected property for
two summers. This is the length of time which is thought necessary for pastures to
lose infectivity. The success of this approach will not be known for some years [2].
7Young animals are believed to be more susceptible to MAP infection than are
adults [41], and therefore, good management practices which prevent calves under
one year of age from ingesting fecal MAP are suggested to be essential in controlling
JD in dairy farms [41]. Only a small proportion of exposed calves are able to clear
the infection, but most are not. These calves develop a chronic lifetime infection with
MAP and 10% of them will progress into the fatal progressive form of JD [56].
These strategies are partially effective control measures for JD, but may fail
to extinguish the disease from an infected herd and do not completely ensure that
susceptible animals will not be exposed to MAP infection. The model developed in
this study is directed at advancing combined effective practices leading to minimum
JD infection in dairy farms.
1.4 Recent Models of Johne’s Disease
Infectious disease modeling is a mathematical and statistical approach used to
study factors contributing to disease spread, the efficacy of control measures, as well
as predicting disease dynamics [7],[19]. The very slow progression of MAP infection
and the difficulty in identifying infected animals with diagnostic testing make studies
of MAP difficult to carry out in the real world. In practice, testing of dairy cows is
costly and involves the use of tests plagued with low sensitivity. Precise information
is not easily obtained; and optimum data obtained from testing animals throughout
their entire lifetime with tissue sampling at slaughter is often not available [43].
In order to study MAP by an alternative method, researchers use mathematical
modeling of population infection dynamics. The challenges in designing a model are
the following.
81. The model must be a reasonable reflection of biological reality.
2. The parameters estimated should be grounded in observational reality from
longitudinal data.
3. Data used for model validation must be available of sufficient quality and
quantity [43].
Researchers studying JD have used a variety of mathematical models in or-
der to better understand disease dynamics and identify various ways of controlling
transmission. In the following I provide a summary of the current advances in JD
modeling, which reveals the current pitfalls in JD modeling and potential solutions.
JD Modeling to study the effects of Culling. Lu et al. (2008) studied the effec-
tiveness of test-based culling of infected animals to control MAP transmission in dairy
herds. They classified animals based upon infection status, age, and shedding status.
The dynamics of the model were described by ordinary differential equations. They
then performed global uncertainty and sensitivity analyses to understand the effects
of various culling strategy parameters on R0 . They arrived at recommendations for
the effective use of culling to limit JD transmission within a herd.
Modeling Vaccination. Lu et al., (2013a) used a stochastic simulation approach
to examine the efficacy of vaccination in preventing MAP invasion into a MAP-free
herd. Global parameter sensitivity analysis was used to find the most influential
parameters. They concluded that vaccines can be effective, but noted that there is
still a small chance that MAP can be sustained in herds over a long time, due to
vertical transmission [38].
Modeling Immune Effects. Louzoun et al. (2013b) investigated the progression
9of JD from the subclinical period to the symptomatic or clinical presentation. They
recognized that intermittent or low-shedding animals are generally asymptomatic
and that this sub-clinical period may exist for years before the animal becomes a
high-shedder with observable signs of disease. They wanted to know whether the
transition from sub-clinical to clinical is a slow progression of the disease or a sudden
transition induced by internal or external events, or perhaps a combination of the
two. They compared multiple models to explain their observations: a Markov model,
a deterministic model, and stochastic differential equation (SDE) models. Analyses
pointed to the sudden transition explanation as more likely. One conclusion that the
models pointed to was that limiting external events or other diseases in the subclinical
animal is the best method of preventing the transition to a clinical disease state [35].
This implies that a strong immune system is responsible for maintaining the animal
in a subclinical state of relative health for a long period of time. But MAP has been
found to have extensive abilities to combat or circumvent the immune system [32].
Modeling Shedding and Disease Estimates. Martcheva et al. (2015) used a
nested modeling approach which included both an immunological model (within-host)
and an epidemiological model (between hosts) to evaluate the impact of bacterial
load on the epidemiological reproduction number. Their models indicated that the
pattern of intermittent MAP shedding seen in JD resulted from stressors in the cow’s
environment or body, which temporarily disturbed or burdened the immune system,
which was controlling the MAP infection during the latent phase. They also concluded
that the absence of MAP shedding does not necessarily imply a low epidemiological
reproduction number or low prevalence in the herd.
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Modeling Infected-Susceptible ratios. Magombedze et al. (2013) developed a
deterministic model of JD transmission formulated by ordinary differential equations
to evaluate assumptions widely used to estimate JD prevalence in a herd in the
various stages of disease (even though the early stages of infection cannot be detected
by diagnostic testing). They assumed that there are one to two in the clinical stage,
four to eight in the subclinical stage, and ten to fourteen in the silent stage. They
concluded that the ratios widely used do not hold and need to be further investigated.
Modeling Environmental Exposure Control. In a longitudinal study which fol-
lowed dairy herds over a 10-year period Schukken et al. (2015) used statistical mod-
eling using Chi square and logistic regression. The data collected included serum
testing, fecal analysis, and tissue sampling at slaughter. They found that while only
1.4% of animals tested positive for MAP and 2.2% of fecal samples were positive,
at slaughter, tissue samples revealed that 16.7% of the animals were infected. They
also collected data on each animal’s location or pen within the dairy farm over time.
Their findings challenge the assumption that older animals do not acquire infection
because they found that disease-free adults were much more likely to become infected
when housed in pens with high shedding animals [49].
Modeling optimal control of JD infection. Cho et al. (2013) employed a dis-
crete modeling approach and optimal control to study the effectiveness of combined
“environmental hygiene management” and “test and cull” of infected cows. Other
control measures which they determined to be important included maintaining a clean
nursery, and preventing contact of calves with adult cow manure in order to minimize
fecal-oral transmission. Because MAP is transmitted primarily by environmental con-
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tamination, pen management control is also an important factor in preventing the
spread of JD [12].
Modeling the association between shedding and contamination. Wolf et al.
(2015) looked at the commonly accepted assumption that calves rarely shed MAP
bacteria and therefore calf-to-calf transmission of JD is insignificant. After testing for
the presence of MAP in fecal samples from calves of various ages, they used statistical
analyses using Chi-square tests, univariate analyses, and three multivariable models
to analyze the data. They found fecal MAP shedding by calves in all age groups
in MAP-infected dairy herds. Since shedding of MAP results in contamination of
pens, higher shedding is associated with more contamination and greater chances for
susceptible animals to become infected. The research verified the potential of calf-
to-calf transmission of infection in group-housed dairy calves in MAP-infected dairy
herds.
Modeling spatial spread of JD infection. Robbins et al. (2015) considered the
spatial aspects of disease transmission as one of the parameters in his simulation of JD
dynamics in a dairy herd using an agent-based, discrete time model. They considered
the pen location and infection status of pen-mates in their transmission model.
Modeling Environmental Exposure Control. The basic reproduction number
R0 is defined as the average number of secondary infections caused by a typical
infected individual introduced into a totally susceptible population. R0 is therefore
a useful means of quantifying transmissibility of an infectious agent. R0 is a function
of parameters used in an epidemiological model of disease transmission. Altering
any one (or several) parameter(s) will change R0 . A change in a parameter that
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results in a R0 > 1 to change to R0 < 1 would be considered a change of value
in controlling transmission of the disease. Changing in a parameter which fails to
reduce R0 identifies a parameter change, which would not be of value in controlling
the spread of the disease.
JD exists as an endemic infection in dairy farms which under certain conditions
becomes epidemic. Control of an endemic infection does not require that the infection
be totally eliminated from the herd. Factors that can be used to reduce transmission
of MAP infection need to be used to studied and quantified as to their individual
and combined effects on R0 . From this knowledge, appropriate and effective control
measures can be taken to reduce infection rates in the dairy herd [7].
Modeling effectiveness of environmental decontamination. Through mathe-
matical modeling, Bani-Yaghoub et al. (2012b) quantified the effectiveness of en-
vironmental decontamination (ED) on the transmission of infectious diseases from
the environment to susceptible hosts. Using a Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS)
model in which infected animals recover but fail to develop immunity and again be-
come susceptible to infection, they examined the effects on Ro over time of altering
various parameters. They determined that ED is effective when the host-to-host
transmission rate remains below a critical limit (endemic equilibrium). They suggest
combining environmental decontamination with other control measures to achieve the
desired outcomes [8].
While it is well established that cattle exposure within their environment plays
a major role in the spread of JD [39][9][54], we note that in previous JD models
researchers did not consider the impact of between-pen movements on cattle exposure
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and infection.
1.5 Objectives and Significance
Cow movement between pens is one of the daily practices in dairy farm man-
agement; however, the impact of cow movement on the spread of JD is poorly under-
stood and may be a highly significant contributor to the spread of JD in the herd.
This suggests the need to reassess the currently used methods for control of JD by
taking into account the contribution of cattle movements in its transmission. There-
fore, there exists a critical need to develop such a conceptual framework to assess
the impacts of between-pen cattle movements on the dynamics of JD transmission.
In order to overcome the deficiencies of the previous modeling approaches, we will
develop a hybrid model for the analysis of the spread of JD in dairy farms.
Using the available data and a hybrid modeling approach, the main purpose of
this research is to investigate the potential impacts of between-pen cattle movements
on the dynamics of JD by developing and applying a new mathematical modeling
approach to the available data. A hybrid mathematical model of cattle movements
and JD infection will be constructed and analyzed to investigate the JD spread in
dairy farms. The hybrid model will incorporate the infection states of JD and the
patterns of cattle movement.
This hybrid model will be a combination of three models: The Cattle Move-
ment (CM) Model, the Susceptible-Latent-Environment (SLE) Model, which rep-
resents JD transmission in younger cattle, and the Infectious-Clinical-Environment
(SLISE) Model, which represents JD transmission in older cattle.
Using a deterministic modeling approach we will incorporate progression of JD
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at early (SLE) and late (SLISE) stages of infection with cattle movements (CM) in
a dairy farm. This results in a hybrid model consisting of three systems of ordinary
differential equations, representing a dairy farm infected with JD. After analyzing
each system separately, possible dynamics of the hybrid model will be characterized
and the efficacy of the control measures will be determined.
We anticipate that analysis of the hybrid model will provide recommendations
for effective management of “between-pen cattle movement” in order to substantially
reduce the risk of exposure of cows and thereby reduce the prevalence of JD in dairy
farms. Analysis of the hybrid model may also provide us with more effective guidelines
for control and prevention of JD.
1.6 Outline of the dissertation
The outline of the thesis: chapter two is the analysis of the movement data,
chapter three is modeling the transmission of Johne’s disease, chapter four is the
model analysis and parameter estimations, and chapter five is the conclusions and
discussions.
CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS OF THE MOVEMENT DATA
Chapter two describes the datasets used in this study and provides a descrip-
tive analysis of the data. Originally, the data was collected from six California farms
(CA001, CA003, CA006, CA007, CA008, and CA009). After analyzing the descrip-
tive statistics of these data, it was determined that only four of the farms’ datasets
were suitable for this research (CA001, CA003, CA007, CA008). The dairy farm
structures and cattle Movement (CM) model flow chart which describes the dynam-
ics of cattle movement in large dairy herds is introduced and explained in detail (see
Figure 8). The flow chart sets up the mathematical model upon which this study
is designed. Finally, the residence time for each pen is directly calculated from the
data. It was necessary to determine the residence time for each pen within the cattle
movement sequence, as this was needed constructing the mathematical formulas used
in the simulations which test the efficacy of the control measures.
2.1 The Movement Data
Data collection for Johne’s Disease can be a difficult task because it requires
controlled housing and management of large animals over a number of years while
keeping meticulous records of multiple variables. Fortunately, cattle movement data
used in this study were collected and provided by my research committee member, Dr.
Sharif Aly, professor at the Veterinary Medicine Teaching and Research Center, School
of Veterinary Medicine, University of California Davis, Tulare, CA 93274, USA. The
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movement data was collected at six farms for varying intervals of time from January
2011 to June 2015 at the experimental center of the School of Veterinary Medicine
at the University of California Davis. Some farms have intervals of missing data or
there are missing data for one or more pens. The missing data from a pen could be
due to the fact that the farm did not have that specific type of pen. Each dataset
includes the cow’s identification number, date of observation and pen location of the
cow. There are 14 different pen types and the cows move between these pens. Table
1 lists these pens types, their descriptions and the expert opinion on residence time
provided by Drs. Sharif aly and Patrick Pithua. Note that there could be multiple
physical pens of each pen type, but in our study we focus on the pen type rather than
the actual number of pens. Later in this chapter, the structure of these farms will be
fully described.
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Table 1. Pen types, descriptions and residence times in US dairy farms
Pen # Pen Type Description Residence Time
1 Pre-weaned The period just before the young 2 – 4 months
animal is weaned.
2 Post-weaned The period after weaning; the rumen 6 – 12 months
is developed enough that the animal
can survive without the other’s milk
and grow to maturity.
3 Breeding Breeding usually occurs in the 13 to 15 6 – 12 months
month age to assure the the mother is
mature enough for easy delivery.
4 Pregnant Gestation period for cows is 9 months. 7 – 8 months
5 Springers A springer is a cow or heifer close 2 – 4 months
to calving.
6 Fresh milking L = 1 refers to the first pregnancy. 0 – 3 weeks
L = 1 The heifer is 11fresh milking” after
giving birth when she begins
milk. This first milk is the colostrum.
7 Fresh milking L > 1 refers to cows in a second 0 – 3 months
L > 1 pregnancy or beyond.
8 High milking This is the term given to a heifer (L = 1) 0 – 3 weeks
L = 1 when she is producing the highest volume
of milk and occurs after the colostrum
or fresh milking period.
9 Low milking This is the term given to a heifer (L = 1) 6 – 12 months
L = 1 when the volume of milk produced is
declining.
10 High milking This is the term given to a heifer (L = 1) 1 – 12 months
L > 1 when she is producing the highest volume
of milk and occurs after the colostrum
or fresh milking period.
11 Low milking This is the term given to a cow (L > 1) 1 – 12 months
L = 1 when the volume of milk produced is
declining.
12 Dry cows Cows or heifers which are no longer 4 – 8 weeks
L > 1 producing milk but have not yet been
reassigned to a breeding pen.
13 Close up Cows for which calving is imminent 1 – 4 days
14 Calving The period of delivery or birthing 1 – 7 days
of the calf.
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Notes: There could be multiple pens of each type, but in our study we focus
on the pen type rather than the actual number of the pens.
A detailed summary of each farm’s data is as follows: the data collected at
the six farms is recorded as datasets designated as CA001, CA003, CA006, CA007,
CA008, and CA009. Table 2 and 3 give snapshots of this data provided by Dr. Sharif
Aly. Each dataset was collected by DairyComp 305 (http://web.vas.com/en/Products
/Detail/4570) and prepared by Dr. Sharif Aly for this research. Each of these datasets
contains the following variables: unique identifier was assigned to each cow on the
farm and is designated as “uniqueid.” This designation is assigned to only one cow
and is not reused when a cow dies or is sold. “ID” represents the cow’s identification
used on the dairy farm at the record date. Frequently dairy farms reuse the cow
ID when cows die or are sold. The variable “bdate” represents the date of birth of
the cow. The breed of the cow is designated as “cbrd” where H is Holstein, J is
Jersey, and B is mixed breed. The date on which a cow’s variables were recorded,
(i.e. what pen she was in, milk produced, etc.) is termed the “record date.” The
variable “modelstate” represents the model i state of the cows, where i = 1, . . . , 14.
The pen number is identified as “pen” and the type of pen in which the cow was
housed on the record date is named “pentype.”
Other data collected and summarized in Table 2 and 3 have to do with the
productivity of each cow. The variable “lact” refers to the lactation or parity (the
number of times that the cow has given birth). “DIM” quantifies the days in milk
since calving and until dry-off. Dry-off commonly occurs 60 days prior to the next
calving. At the time a cow is dried-off, she is not milked any more to allow her to
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replenish her body stores and prepare for the upcoming new lactation. “Milk” is
the volume of milk produced in pounds (lbs.) on the record date; the percent of fat
present in the cow’s milk on that date is designated as “pctf” and the percent of
protein present in the milk on that date is recorded as “pctp.” The relative value of
the cow, ranked in percentile of the herd, with 100% being the average cow, is labeled
“relv.” “Scc” represents the somatic cell count, a nonspecific measure of milk quality.
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Table 2. A snapshot of the dairy farm data for farms 1, 3 and 6.
Variable Value Value Value
dairy CA001 CA003 CA006
uniqueid 2485 25633 53126
id 21625 1 4
bdate 1-Feb-12 31-May-09 1-Jun-03
cbrd J J H
record date 25-Apr-14 10-Jan-11 20-Jan-11
year 2014 2011 2011
month April January January
modelstate i10 i5 i11
pen 12 56 9
pentype JE & HO, Springers late
Breeding lacation,
1st lact, milk pen
high producing
lact 1 0 3
dim 25 0 715
milk 39 0 36
pctf 3.8 0 3.3
pctp 3.1 0 3.3
relv 93 0 94
sec 35 0 878
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Table 3. A snapshot of the dairy farm data for farms 7, 8 and 9.
Variable Value Value Value
dairy CA007 CA008 CA009
uniqueid 55673 64018 68622
id 38 137 6
bdate 10-Dec-05 11-Nov-04 19-Nov-00
cbrd H H H
record date 15-Oct-14 25-Jan-11 23-Feb-11
year 2014 2011 2011
month October January February
modelstate i10 i11 i10
pen 8 6 1
pentype lact> 4, fresh cows milk cows
mild milk pen
lactation
lact 6 4 8
dim 221 293 20
milk 108 92 0
pctf 3.5 4.2 0
pctp 2.8 3.6 0
relv 108 122 0
sec 7 119 0
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The Farm 1 data, CA001, was recorded from 01/07/11 through 04/10/15, but
there is no data during the 02/01/12 through 12/31/13 interval. The data records
cow movement between pens 1 through 13, but Farm 1 did not have a pen 14. CA003
identifies the Farm 3 data from 01/07/11 through 05/26/15. The data records cow
movement between pens 1 through 13, but the farm did not have pen 14. Farm 6 data,
CA006, was recorded from 01/20/11 through 01/20/15. Data records are incomplete
and contain only cow movement between pens 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, and 12, but there
is no data from pens 1, 2, 5, 9, 13, and 14. Farm 7 dataset, CA007, contains data
from 06/15/13 through 05/13/15, but data between the dates of 01/01/11 through
05/30/13 were not provided. The data records cow movements only between pens 2,
3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 with no data recorded from pens 1, 5, and 14. Farm
8 dataset, CA008, contains the most completely recorded data for the herd of 4,604
cows. The data is complete for the period from 01/18/11 through 06/02/15 and it
includes cow movement data for pens 1 through 14. Farm 9 dataset, CA009, contains
data on 451 total cows from 02/23/11 through 3/23/15. Cow movement data between
pens 2, 3, 10, 11, and 12 is recorded, but there is no data for pens 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 13,
and 14.
2.2 Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics gives an overview of patterns present in the data col-
lected. An analysis of the descriptive statistics was necessary in order to determine
which datasets were suitable for this research. Suitable data needed to be complete,
with observations recorded frequently, and with no prolonged gaps in data collection.
The datasets recorded at the six farms are summarized in Tables 4, 5, and 6. These
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tables give information about the total number of cows on each farm, the total num-
ber of observations, and the total unique reading days. Each table was generated
using Matlab. By importing each farm’s data contained in an Excel file (All cow
movement 081315.csv) into Matlab, we used the command window to find the total
cows, total observations, and unique reading days for each year from 2011 to 2015.
Table 4 represents the total cow population present in each farm (Farms 1, 3,
6, 7, 8, and 9) during the years of study (2011-2015) and total cows on each farm
for the 5-year period of study. It is evident that Farms 1 and 3 have substantialy
higher numbers of cows than the other farms. A farm’s herd size may fluctuate from
year to year for a number of reasons. For example, in 2013, Farm 1 had a large sell
off of dairy cows both for financial reasons as well as their decision to switch from
a Holstein herd to a mixed Holstein/Jersey herd. By the year 2015 the data reflects
there had been a build-up of the herd size.
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Table 4. Total cows on each farm according to each year and all years.
Farm Dataset 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total
1 CA001 14, 433 9, 540 x 12, 830 10, 383 47, 186
3 CA003 16, 016 11, 288 10, 535 11, 155 9, 819 58, 813
6 CA006 1, 064 1, 197 1, 350 1, 465 1, 250 6, 326
7 CA007 x x 5, 942 5, 169 4, 110 15, 221
8 CA008 2, 496 2, 359 2, 311 2, 407 1, 902 11, 475
9 CA009 158 171 181 170 136 816
Total 34, 167 24, 555 20, 319 33, 196 27, 600 139, 837
Note: The notation x indicates that there is no data in that year.
Table 5. Total number of observations in each farm.
Farm Dataset 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total
1 CA001 314, 425 32, 760 x 447, 335 74, 600 869, 120
3 CA003 92, 977 90, 884 108, 371 178, 168 77, 266 547, 666
6 CA006 1, 064 1, 197 8, 520 6, 352 1, 250 18, 383
7 CA007 x x 35, 758 36, 823 21, 686 94, 267
8 CA008 44, 422 32, 936 49, 572 64, 621 17, 781 209, 332
9 CA009 241 396 928 787 136 2, 488
Total 453, 129 158, 173 203, 149 734, 086 196, 019 1, 741, 256
Note: The notation x indicates that there is no data in that year.
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Table 5 details the total number of observations recorded on each farm from
2011 through 2015. Certainly farms with larger herds will have higher total observa-
tions, but if the observations are recorded more frequently in a smaller herd, then the
total observations will increase. For example, Farm 8 has relatively small number of
cows, but their total observations of 209,332 indicates that they recorded data more
frequently that some farms with larger herds.
Data was not recorded on a regular basis in each farm or with the same time
intervals from year to year. Table 6 gives the number of unique reading days from
2011 through 2015 when data was recorded at each farm. As explained earlier, data
recorded included information about each cow, such as birth date, milk quantity
produced, model state (pen number), etc. The number of total unique reading days
for the period of study varied a great deal from 121 total days of observations in the
dataset for Farm 8 to only 13 days of observations recorded in the Farm 6 dataset.
Additional information about the data is detailed in Appendix A, Table 20
– 25. It was generated using Matlab to obtain the total unique recording days in
each month for the years in which our data was collected. Tables 20 through 25 in
Appendix A, additional analysis on the length of time a cow remained in each pen
which was useful to evaluate the goodness of the datasets for future analysis.
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Table 6. Total unique reading days for each farm. Farms 3 and 8 have
at least one observation per month.
Farm Dataset 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total unique reading days
1 CA001 34 4 0 49 8 95
3 CA003 12 12 14 22 9 69
6 CA006 1 1 5 5 1 13
7 CA007 0 0 13 10 6 29
8 CA008 24 18 30 39 10 121
9 CA009 2 4 8 7 1 22
Total 73 41 68 132 35 349
Note: The notation x indicates that there is no data in that year.
After assessing the data, Farms 1, 3, 7 and 8 datasets were selected as they
provided the most complete and usable data for this study. The data from Farms
6 and 9 was considered to be incomplete and not suitable for this study; therefore,
data from these farms was eliminated from this research. For the sake of simplicity
the graphs and figures presented below from Farms 3 and 8 are given as examples of
the data from the four farms included in the study.
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Figures 1, and 2 graph cow populations on Farm 3, and 8 respectively. On
Farm 3, the total cow population (7,338 to 8,676) is comprised of: calves (2,182
to 3,180), heifers (1,578 to 2,407), and adults (2,865 to 3,367). We note an overall
increase in the number of adult cows and therefore of the entire population. Addi-
Figure 1. Cow population in Farm 3. There is an overall increase in
the total cow population. The changes in the calf and heifer population
seem to mirrored, which is due to the fact that the calves eventually
grew up and counted as heifer.
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Figure 2. Cow population in Farm 8. There is a slight decrease in the
total cow population. The changes in the calf and heifer population
seem to mirrored, which is due to the fact that the calves eventually
grew up and counted as heifer.
tionally, we see a large movement from calf pens to heifer pens during months 15 to
30. On Farm 8, the total cow population of 1,589 to 1,903 cows is comprised of 321
to 534 calves, 121 to 518 heifers, and 856 to 1,228 adult cows. This reflects an overall
increase in the number of adult cows and therefore of the entire population. In both
farms, the movement from calf pens to heifer pens was minimum in the intervals of 0
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to 5 months.
[Note: Farm 1, the total cow population (8,912 to 9,727) is comprised of: calves (3,417
to 4,076), heifers (1,544 to 1,698), and adults (3,951 to 4,076). Farm 7, the total cow
population (3,626 to 3,8466) is comprised of: calves (1,162 to 1,413), heifers (894 to
810), and adults (1,570 to 1,691).]
New animals are added to a herd by born on the farm. Figure 3 graphs the
number of calves born on Farms 3 and 8. Note that calves born were considered
and plotted as in the same category because the data we received did not specify
the origin of the calves. They were recorded as new uniqueid without any details
identifying whether they were born. It can be seen that Farm 3 had a large calf entry
in the year 2011, whereas in Farm 8 the calf entry was steady (between 300 to 600
each year). Animals are removed from farms in three ways: due to natural death,
sale, or culling. Figure 4 displays the number of calves removed from the farms. For
Farm 3, it can be seen that there was a substantial calf removal in 2011, but there
were much less than calf entry (removing 3,403 claves versus adding 5,751 calves).
Hence, it can be said that Farm 3 has become younger in the year 2011. Figure 5
displays the number of heifers removed from the farms, and Figure 6 displays the
number of adult animals removed from the farms. Figure 7 displays the total number
of animals (calves, heifers, and adults) removed from the farms. Note that Farm 3 is
an all Jersey herd, Farm 8 is all Holstein herd until 2013, but after 2013, they became
a mixed Holstein Jersey herd.
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Figure 3. Total calves born in pen 1 and 2 units on Farms 3 and 8.
Farm 3 have 5,751, 3,329, 3,258, 3,253, and 1,629 born calves in 2011–
2015, respectively. Whereas farm 8 have 591, 527, 588, 683, and 309
born calves in 2011–2015, respectively. Farm 3 have more calves born
than farm 8.
Figure 4. Total calves removed from Farms 3 and 8 due to natural
death, sale, or culling. Farm 3: total calves removal are 3403, 1503,
542, 678, and 158 in 2011–2015, respectively. Farm 8: total calves
removal are 260, 155, 217, 347, and 80 in 2011–2015, respectively. Farm
3 removed calves more than farm 8, especially in 2011.
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Figure 5. Total heifers removed from Farms 3 and 8 due to natural
death, sale, or culling. Farm 3: total heifers removal are 2872, 1083,
582, 274, and 169 in 2011–2015, respectively. Farm 8: total heifers
removal are 30, 39, 64, 46, and 27 in 2011–2015, respectively. Farm 3
removed heifers more than farm 8, especially in 2011.
Figure 6. Total adult cows removed from Farms 3 and 8 due to natural
death, sale, or culling. Farm 3: total adult cows removal are 1785, 1426,
1513, 2013, and 785 in 2011–2015, respectively. Farm 8: total adult
cows removal are 374, 443, 343, 384, and 212 in 2011–2015, respectively.
Farm 3 removed adult cows more than farm 8, especially in 2014.
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Figure 7. Total cow populations removed from Farms 3 and 8 due to
natural death, sale, or culling. Farm 3: total cow populations removal
are 8060, 4012, 2637, 2965, and 1112 in 2011–2015, respectively. Farm
8: total cow populations removal are 664, 637, 624, 777, and 319 in
2011–2015, respectively. Farm 3 removed cow populations more than
farm 8, especially in 2011.
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2.3 Dairy Farm Structures
The cattle movement Cattle Movement (CM) model flow chart which describes
the dynamics of cattle movement that occurs in large dairy herds is shown in Figure
8. The flow chart is key to using the datasets for this study and creating the math-
ematical model of cattle movement. The Cattle Movement flow chart was set up by
dividing cow populations into fourteen pens types. Cows move from pen to pen in a
prescribed sequence and the average rate (di,j ) depending on their stage of life (calf,
heifer, adult), their state of productivity (high milking, low milking, dry cow), and/or
state of health or fertility (breeding, pregnancy, calving, hospital). The average birth
(bi ) and mortality (mi ) rates affect the pen populations at any time point, so these
are included in the flow chart.
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Figure 8. A cattle movement flow chart describing the dynamics of
the cattle movement that may occur in large dairy herds. Dashed lines
represent the movement of newborn cattle to pre-weaned commonly
housing individual calf hutches. Each di,j represent the rate of moving
from pen i to pen j , for i, j = 1, . . . , 14. Each bi represents birth
(b1 ) or purchasing rate (b2 to b14 ), and mi represents mortality rate
including all-cause mortality for i = 1, . . . , 14.
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Each dairy farm has four farm units: calf nursery, fresh cows, milking, and
dry.
Table 7 summarizes the farm units and the pen types contained within each unit.
The nursery unit, pens 1–5, contain calves and heifers and includes pre-weaned, post-
weaned, breeding, pregnant, and springers. The fresh or hospital unit, pens 6 and
7, are for illness or recovery after birthing. The milking unit, pens 8–11, includes
high-milking and low-milking adult cows. The dry unit, pens 12–14, includes dry
cows, close-up, and calving adult cows.
Table 7. Brief description of farm units and the parameters for the
cattle movement model.
Notation Description Farm unit Pens of each farm unit
Ni total cattle population Nursery pre-weaned (N1), post-weaned (N2),
in pen i. breeding (N3), pregnant (N4),
springers (N5)
bi purchase and birth rate Fresh fresh cows (N6 and N7)
mi culling and all-cause Milking uniparous: high milking (N8)
mortality rate and low milking (N9)
multiparous: high milking (N10)
and low milking (N11)
di,j rate of moving from Dry dry cow (N12), close-up (N13),
pen i to pen j calving (N14)
Note: Notes: See figure 8 for the compartmental diagram. Subscript ”i” corresponds
to the pen number.
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2.4 Analysis of the Residence Time
In this section, the analysis of the residence time was examined by writing
a Matlab code to calculate the time each cow spends in each pen. The code will
calculate the time interval (for simplicity; five days were added to the beginning and
at the end of the unique record date since the unknown of the cows movement, i.e.
when did the cows get to the pen?) and collects each unique cow with the time they
spend in days.
Environmental exposure to the MAP pathogen has been identified as the pri-
mary route of infection with JD and this exposure takes place when susceptible an-
imals are confined in pens with infected animals which contaminate the pen with
the bacillus. Therefore, it is important to calculate the residence time of animals in
each pen, as it is anticipated that there is a correlation between the length of time
of environmental exposure to the pathogen and the probability of becoming infected.
As said before, on the farms there may be multiple physical pens of each type. For
the purposes of this study, we focus on the pen type rather than the physical pen
in which the animal is housed. Further analysis will address this in the chapter 4
simulations.
The residence times related to each pen was calculated using the Matlab code
resTimeForAllPens.m. This code was written to search the data for each cow’s lo-
cation and calculate its residence time in each pen (see Appendix A). Figures 9 and
10 show the residence times in the nursery units of Farms 3 and 8, respectively. It
depicts that on Farm 8, calves spend more time in the post-weaned pen, while on
Farm 3, pre-weaned calves spend more time in the nursery units than they do on
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Farm 8. Also the springer cows in Farm 3 spend much less time in the pens compared
to the other calves in the nursery unit.
Table 8 shows the estimated parameter values in which all the parameters
were estimated per year based on data from all farm of the US dairy herds (Farm 1,
Farm 3, Farm 6, Farm 7, Farm 8, and Farm 9). The natural death/culling (mi ) is
the calculated average by computing all the mi ’s for each pen i for i = 1, . . . , 14 of
all farms and took the average which converted per year. Similarly, all the bi ’s were
calculated the same (see matlab code: Parameters Estimated for birth and natural
death/culling.m). Pens 3, 4 and 11 had much higher mortality. Pen 6 had the lowest
mortality rate. Pens 3 and 11 had much higher entry rate as calves returned from
off-site heifer rearing.
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Table 8. Estimated parameter values using the data of all six farms.
The unit for mi and bi are 1/year, cows/year for i = 1, . . . , 14, respec-
tively. Pens 3, 4 and 11 had much higher mortality. Pen 6 had the
lowest mortality rate. Pens 3 and 11 had much higher entry rate (i.e.
purchasing rate)
Natural death/Culling Average Pen
m1 3.04 Pen 1
m2 1.90 Pen 2
m3 2.78 Pen 3
m4 2.03 Pen 4
m5 0.21 Pen 5
m7 3.14 Pen 7
m8 1.05 Pen 8
m9 1.22 Pen 9
m10 1.28 Pen 10
m11 1.60 Pen 11
m12 1.01 Pen 12
m13 2.85 Pen 13
m14 1.78 Pen 14
Birth Average Pen
b1 0 Pen 1
b2 0.00006 Pen 2
b3 0.12 Pen 3
b4 0.00001 Pen 4
b5 0 Pen 5
b6 0 Pen 6
b7 0.022 Pen 7
b8 0.024 Pen 8
b9 0 Pen 9
b10 0.002 Pen 10
b11 0.0008 Pen 11
b12 0.008 Pen 12
b13 0.056 Pen 13
b14 0 Pen 14
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Figure 9. Analysis of the residence time in Nursery unit on Farm 3.
It can be seen that the population of pre-weaned calves is much higher
than the other nursery pens. Also the springer cows spend much less
time in the pens compared to the other calves in the nursery unit.
Figure 10. Analysis of the residence time in Nursery unit on Farm 8.
Note: In Farm 8, calves spends substantially more time in post-weaned
pen. On Farm 3, pre-weaned calves spend more time in the nursery
units than they do on Farm 8.
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Figures 11 and 12 show the residence times in the farms 3 and 8. It is evident
that the Farm 8 cows spend considerably more time in the fresh pens than do the
cows on Farm 3.
Figure 11. Residence time in pens 6 and 7 on Farm 3. Most of the
cows spend less than 30 days in pens 6 and 7.
Figure 12. Residence time in pens 6 and 7 on Farm 8. In contrast to
farm 3, cows spend more time in pen 6 than pen 7.
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Figures 13 and 14 display the residence time in pens 8-11 on Farms 3 and 8,
respectively. Note that in Farm 8, milking cows with more than one lactation spend
more time in the milking units than occurs on Farm 3.
Figure 13. Residence time in pens 8–11 on Farm 3
Figure 14. Residence time in pens 8–11 on Farm 8. Note that in Farm
8, milking cows with more than one lactation spend more time in the
milking units compared to the milking cows in Farm 3.
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Figures 15 and 16 show the residence times on the farms in pens 12 to 14.
Note that Farms 3 and 8 have similar distribution of residence time for cow in close
up pen.
Figure 15. Residence times of pens 12 to 14 in Farm 3. The cows in
close–up pen spend much less time compared to the other pens.
Figure 16. Analysis of residence times for Farm 8, pens 12 to 14. Note
that farms 3 and 8 have similar distribution of residence time for cow
in close up pen. However the residence time of dry cow in farm 3 is
almost equally distributed.
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In Figure 17 gives the average residence times for each pen on Farms 3 and 5.
It shows that cows on Farm 8 spend more time in pens 2, 6, and 11 than do the cows
on Farm 3. Farm 3 cows spend more time in pens 1 and 8 than occurs on Farm 8.
See Appendix A for more detailed analysis of residence times on all six farms.
Figure 17. Average residence time or each pen in farms 3 and 8. In
farm 3, the cows have average residence times of 59, 90, 50, 60, 11, 1,
10, 25, 12, 74, 33, 20, 6, and 0 days in pens 1–14, respectively. In farm
8, the cows have average residence times of 33, 122, 47, 49, 12, 28, 16,
3, 64, 65, 123, 24, 12, and 12 days in pen 1–14, respectively. Note that
on Farm 8, the cows spend more time in pens 2 and 11 than they do
on Farm 3.
Residence time of all farms are reported in the Figures 72 – 90 (see Appendix A). All
figures are the average residence time in days for pen 1 – 14 for Farm 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, and
9 using allFarmsResPlot.m in Matlab (Matlab codes can be available upon request).
The tables show the total of unique record date for Farm 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9
corresponding to 2011 – 2015 (see Appendix A for Table 20 – 25).
CHAPTER 3
MODELING MOVEMENT AND JOHNE’S DISEASE
The main goal of this chapter is to build a hybrid mathematical model of
cattle movement and Johne’s disease. Briefly, the hybrid model is a combination
of three models: Cattle Movement Model (CM), Susceptible Latent Environment
Model (SLE), and Susceptible Latent Infectious (Super shedder) Environment Model
(SLISE), which is subdivided into two models: Susceptible Latent Infectious Environ-
ment Model (SLIE), and Susceptible Latent Infectious Super shedder Environment
Model (SLISE). In this chapter we describe the abovementioned models and provide
justification of the models. Using the cattle movement and disease data, the hybrid
model will be parametrized, where the analysis of the parameterized hybrid model
will realistically reveal the dynamics of cattle movement’s effects on the spread of
Johne’s disease.
3.1 The Cattle Movement Model
Although cattle movement is an important factor in the spread of infectious
diseases, it has been largely ignored in the modeling and analysis of various infectious
diseases. Several studies [15] include a diffusion term to capture the cattle move-
ment. These models only represent the random movement of cattle rather than the
movement of cattle between pens. Recent studies use network data to study the
dynamic patterns of cattle trade movements [25]. These studies investigate the mo-
bility patterns of individual animals among farms on a daily basis. Again, between
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pen cattle movements are ignored in these studies. In this section, the Cattle Move-
ment model (CM) will be constructed using a compartmental modeling approach. In
particular, Figure 8 is the schematic representation of the dynamics of betweenpen
cattle movement that occurs in several US dairy farms. The flow chart is key to
using the datasets for this study and creating the mathematical models. The Cat-
tle Movement flow chart was constructed by dividing cow populations into fourteen
pens. Cows move from one pen to another in a prescribed sequence and movement
rate (di,j ) depending upon their life stage (i.e, calf [N1−N2] , heifer [N3−N5] , adult
[N6 −N14]), their state of productivity (high milking, low milking, dry cow), and/or
state of health or fertility (breeding, pregnancy, calving, hospital). Birth rate (bi ) and
mortality rate (mi ) affect the pen totals at any point in time, so these are included
in the flow chart. Note that the flow of cattle movement, with redundancy in the
hospital, high-milking, and low-milking pens, essentially keeps calves (pens N1−N2 ),
and heifers (pens N3 −N5 ) segregated from the adult cows (pens N6 −N14 ).
In the present work, pens are defined according to their function, not the
actual number of physical pens. For instance, the total number of actual pre-weaned
(N1 ) pens could be much higher than 1, but these have been grouped and identified
as a single pen N1 , where Ni is the total cow population in pen i .
The movement of cows as seen in the CM flow chart begins as newborn calves
born to springers in pen 5 or calving adults in pen 14 are transported to pen 1,
pre-weaned. Once these calves are weaned they move to pen 2, post-weaned. When
they reach maturity they are sent to pen 3 for breeding and then to pen 4 once they
become pregnant. Pen 5 is their next stop as they give birth to a calf for the first time.
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The cow then moves to pen 6 as she gets closer to calving and then commencement
of milking. Pen 8 is for high-milking cows; when their milk production begins to
decline, they move to the low-milking pen, pen 9. Later in lactation, the cow is
dried, a management practice used to describe the voluntary cessation of milking
approximately 60 days prior to calving, she is moved to pen 12.
When the cow is within 1 to 2 weeks from calving she is moved to pen 13, the
close-up pen, and she calves in pen 14, the maternity or calving pen. The animal is
then moved to pen 7, the hospital pen, where her colostrum (first milk after calving) is
harvested to feed calves and her milk is withheld for the first 1 to 7 days depending on
type of antibiotics used to treat her at end of her previous lactation. A high-milking
cow is moved to pen 10 and as milk declines the cow is then moved to pen 11, the
low milking pen. Thereafter, the cow circulates through these last six pens: 12, 13,
14, 7, 10, and 11, throughout its productive lifespan, which is about 4.8 years [58].
In 2013, the longevity of U.S. dairy cows averaged 57.1 months [20]. However,
the productive lifetime has decreased from 35 months in 1960 to 27 months for cows
born in 2000. While the annual cull rate has increased significantly from 17% in 1960
to 43% in 2000. The increase in rate of culling occurs for economic reasons because
dairy producers determine a cow to be less profitable than a replacement cow would
be. A 2010 study reported the reasons for culling were death of the cow (21% ),
reproductive problems (18% ), injury (14% ), and low milk production and mastitis
(12% ). The first 60 days of lactation is a time when cows frequently have difficulty
and this puts them at higher risk of being culled during this period [20].
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Following the CM model structure (see figure 8), the corresponding set of ordinary
differential equations (ODE’s) was also developed as follows:
dN1
dt
= b1 + d5,1N5 + d14,1N14 − (d1,2 +m1)N1
dN2
dt
= b2 + d1,2N1 − (d2,3 +m2)N2
dN3
dt
= b3 + d2,3N2 − (d3,4 +m3)N3
dN4
dt
= b4 + d3,4N3 − (d4,5 +m4)N4
dN5
dt
= b5 + d4,5N4 − (d5,6 +m5)N5
dN6
dt
= b6 + d5,6N5 − (m6 + d6,8)N6
dN7
dt
= b7 + d14,7N14 − (d7,10 +m7)N7
dN8
dt
= b8 + d6,8N6 − (d8,9 +m8)N8
dN9
dt
= b9 + d8,9N8 − (d9,12 +m9)N9
dN10
dt
= b10 + d7,10N7 − (d10,11 +m10)N10
dN11
dt
= b11 + d10,11N10 − (d11,12 +m11)N11
dN12
dt
= b12 + d11,12N11 + d9,12N9 − (d12,13 +m12)N12
dN13
dt
= b13 + d12,13N12 − (d13,14 +m13)N13
dN14
dt
= b14 + d13,14N13 − (d14,7 +m14)N14
(3.1)
Note that the ODE model (3.1) is a linear model, which is directly derived
from the flowchart diagram. From a general point of view, assume that a dairy farm
has n pens. Let Xi(t) be the number cows in pen Pi at time t ≥ 0, for i = 1, . . . , n .
Let bi and mi be the entry and the removal rates of cows associated with pen Pi ,
respectively.
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Also, let di,j be the rate of cattle movement move from pen Pi to Pj , for
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n . Then the model of cattle movement is formulated with a system of n
differential equations given by:
dXi
dt
= bi −
(
mi +
n∑
j=1
di,j
)
Xi +
n∑
j=1
dj,iXj for i = 1, . . . , n (3.2)
Figure 18. Schematic representation of the general compartmental
model for cow pens i and j .
In order to write (3.2) in vector form, we let qi =
∑n
j=1 di,j ,
D =

d11 d1,2 · · · d1n
d21 d2,2 · · · d2n
...
...
. . .
...
dn1 dn,2 · · · dnn

,
X = [X1 · · · Xn]T and b = [b1 · · · bn]T . Then using the matrix notations, the model
is rewritten
dX
dt
= (D − diag([mi + qi])X + b (3.3)
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Equation (3.3) is a general model of cattle movement in a dairy farm with n pens,
where n can be any positive integer. This includes our CM model by letting Xi = Ni
for i = 1, . . . , 14. Then equation (3.1), is rewritten as
dX(t)
dt
= AX(t) + b (3.4)
where
A =

−a1 0 0 0 d5,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d14,1
d1,2 −a2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 d2,3 −a3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 d3,4 −a4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 d4,5 −a5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 d5,6 −a6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −a7 0 0 0 0 0 0 d14,7
0 0 0 0 0 d6,8 0 −a8 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d8,9 −a9 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 d7,10 0 0 −a10 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d10,11 −a11 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d9,12 0 d11,12 −a12 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d12,13 −a13 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d13,14 −a14

and
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ai = (di,i+1 +mi) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13
a6 = (d6,8 +m6), a7 = (d7,10 +m7)
a8 = (d8,9 +m8), a9 = (d9,12 +m9)
a14 = (d14,7 +m13)
and b = [b1 · · · bn]T is the positive constant vector representing the cattle buying
rates.
In chapter 4 we will validate and parametrize the movement model using the
movement data. Specifically, we will investigate the well-posedness of the model (3.4),
the existence, positivity and stability of the equilibria of the CM model. We will also
use the movement data to find the range of the parameter values of the movement
model. In the next section we will introduce the Johne’s disease model.
3.2 Johne’s Disease Models
To build the Johne’s disease models, we divided this section into two subsec-
tions: subsection 3.2.1 contains the JD models without super-shedders, which means
that cattle in this group will not shed MAP bacilli or will shed only at low and
medium levels. Subsection 3.2.2 contains the JD model with super-shedders, which
implies that some of the cattle in this group may have developed the chronic state of
infection in which they shed high levels of MAP bacilli.
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3.2.1 Models without Super-Shedders
In this subsection, there are two types of Johne’s disease models: (a) JD
model of pre-weaned calves and (b) JD model of heifers which includes post-weaned,
breeding, pregnant, and springers. These disease modeling structures are somewhat
similar to those used by Magombedze et al. (2013), describing the stages of JD. The
description of these models are as follows:
(a) Johne’s Disease model of pre-weaned calves: As described in sections 3.1 and
2.3 (see Table 7), JD of calves in pen 1 does not include an infectious stage. Our
assumption is that calves are new born and have not yet acquired the infection with
MAP. Calves will either be susceptible or in the latent state. However, calves are
assumed to be more susceptible to infection than adult cattle [41] yet it is very
difficult to identify infected calves due to the disease’s prolonged latent period. As
described in chapter one, animals may show no clinical symptoms of disease for up to
ten years after infection [44]. Furthermore, diagnostic tests are not sensitive enough
to identify infected animals in the latent period; therefore, there is no way to predict
when an animal will begin shedding MAP and thus become a source of infection and
contamination. Magombedze et al. (2013) points out that cows which test positive
may represent only “the tip of the iceberg” while the larger reservoir of infection may
lie within latent members of the herd, carrying MAP but undetectable.
Hence, the JD model of calves distinguishes between three classes: Susceptible
(Si ), Latent (Li ), Environment (E) here onwards referred to as the SLE model.
Calves enter as susceptible either through birth or purchase over time (t); calves can
also enter the Latent state with MAP infection, but they cannot shed the bacilli to the
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environment or transmit infection to other cattle. The general environment (E) also
considered in this model represents the dairy lagoon water that is used for cleaning
the pens. In particular, most dairy farms are designed to collect and transfer manure
to an anaerobic lagoon pond as a liquid or slurry. The two most popular collection
and transfer systems are tractor scrape and flush. The floors of many dairy farms are
cleaned by flushing or some form of scraping. Scraping occurs either by automated
scrapers or tractor driven scrappers or less commonly using a high-pressure hose. The
lagoon water often contains MAP and it can be a source of infection to susceptible
cattle on dairy farms. In the absence of cattle movement, the SLE model is developed
for pen 1. Figure 19 represents a compartmental diagram of the SLE model with the
following system of ODEs (see equation 3.5). Also see Tables 9 for the notations and
parameters.
Figure 19. Flow chart for Johne’s disease of pre-weaned calves: (S1 ,
L1 , E) which represent the susceptible, latent, and the number of infec-
tious units in general environment, respectively, for pre-weaned calves.
Each (m1 , b1 ), represents the mean culling and all-cause mortality rate,
and purchased and birth, respectively. The general environment trans-
mission rate, the proportion of the calf that are infected at birth, and
the duration of pathogen survival are represented by β1G , α1 , and r ,
respectively.
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dS1
dt
= (1− α1)b1 − β1GES1 −m1S1
dL1
dt
= α1b1 + β1GES1 −m1L1
dE
dt
= −rE
(3.5)
where the model variables and parameters are defined in Table 9.
(b) Johne’s Disease model of Heifers (post-weaned, breeding, pregnant, and springers):
Similar assumptions as described in the SLE model will be applied to the JD model
of heifers which are from pens 2 - 6 (see section 3.1 and Table 7). In addition, the
assumption of this model is that there can be some infected cattle and they shed MAP
bacilli into the environment. Infection spreads relatively easily due to the dynamics
of the dairy farm, and the primary transmission route for the disease is believed to
be fecal-oral [54]. Since the infected cattle shedding the MAP organism in their feces
contaminate the environment in which they live; cattle housed in a contaminated en-
vironment are continuously exposed to the pathogen, in fact, MAP bacilli shed into
feces can survive longer than a year in the environment [41]. Furthermore, a suscepti-
ble host can become infected after direct contact with an infected host. As discussed
in chapter one, infected cattle shed the MAP bacillus in their feces and bodily fluids.
MAP has been found in milk and colostrum [53], semen [6] blood and saliva [51].
Intrauterine transmission from infected dams to their calves has been found to occur
even when the dam was still in the subclinical phase and displayed no symptoms of
infection [67]. Hence, cattle can enter the infected state in the SLIE model but not
shed bacilli.
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The model was divided into four states: Susceptible (Si ) - Latent (Li ) - Infec-
tious (Ii ) - General Environment (E) or SLIE. The SLIE model was also developed
in the absence of cattle movement within pens 2 - 6. Figure 20 represents a compart-
mental diagram of the SLIE model with the following system of ODEs (see equation
3.6). See Table 9 for the notations and parameters.
Figure 20. Flow chart for model of heifers (post-weaned, breeding,
pregnant, and springers. The SLIE model flow chart describes the
dynamics of the progression of JD for heifers of pen 2–6. The states
(Si , Li , Ii , E) represent the susceptible cattle, latent cattle, infectious
cattle, the number of infectious units in pen-specific environment (Pi ),
and the number of infectious units in general environment (E). Each
mi , µi , bi , for i = 2, . . . , 6, represents the mean culling and all-
cause mortality rate, farm animal removal rate, and purchase/birth
rate, respectively. Each (β2I , β2P , β2G ) represents the transmission
rate, with infectious cattle (β2I ), pen environment (β2P ), and general
environment (β2G ). Each (σ2L , σ2I , γ2I , ν2 , and r) represent disease
state rate, with latent stage (σ2L ), infectious (σ2I ), mean infectious
shedding (γ2I ), transition rate from pen to general environment (ν2 ),
and the duration of pathogen survival (r).
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dSi
dt
= bi −
(
β2I
Ni
Ii + β2PPi + β2GE
)
Si −miSi
dLi
dt
=
(
β2I
Ni
Ii + β2PPi + β2GE
)
Si − (σ2L +mi)Li
dIi
dt
= σ2LLi − (σ2I + µi +mi) Ii
dPi
dt
= γ2IIi − (r + ν2)Pi
dE
dt
=
6∑
i=2
ν2Pi − rE
(3.6)
3.2.2 Models with Super-Shedders
The JD model with super-shedders is divided into five states: Susceptible (Si ),
Latent (Li ), Infectious (Ii ), Super shedders (Ci ), Environment (E) or SLISE, which
represents the Johne’s disease model of adult cattle. All the above assumptions in the
SLE and SLIE model are also applied to the SLISE model. In addition, the SLISE
is the progression of JD in the late stages of infection, as Tiwari et al. (2006) called
this stage the fourth phase which is the advanced clinical infection when animals
show advancing emaciation as body proteins are metabolized resulting in death due
to cachexia. Cows are usually culled before reaching this end, as fecal testing reveals
high levels of MAP shedding [59]. In the absence of cattle movement, the model was
developed with respect to cattle population in each pen i, for i = 7, . . . , 14, where it
is assumed that super-shedders reside only in adult pens i = 7, . . . , 14. Figure 21,
shown below is the flow chart of the SLISE model, and the following dynamics of this
model which is described by the system of ODEs as follows.
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Figure 21. Flow chart for model of adult cattle. The SLISE model
flow chart describes the dynamics of the progression of JD for cattle
after first calving. The states (Si , Li , Ii , Ci , E) represent the sus-
ceptible cattle, latent cattle, infectious cattle, the super-shedder cattle,
the number of infectious units in pen-specific environment (Pi ), and
the number of infectious units in general environment (E). Each (mi
, µi , bi , for i = 7, . . . , 14), represents the mean culling and all-cause
mortality rate, farm animal removal rate, and purchase/birth rate, re-
spectively. Each (β3I , β3P , β3G ) represents the transmission rate, with
infectious cattle (β3I ), super-shedder (β3C ), pen environment (β3P ),
and general environment (β3G ). Each (σ3L , σ3I , σ3C , γ3I , γ3C , v3 ,
and r) represent disease state rate, with latent stage (σ3L ), infectious
(σ3I ), super-shedder (σ3C ), mean infectious shedding (γ3I ), average
super-shedder shedding (γ3C ), transition rate from pen to general en-
vironment (ν3 ), and the duration of pathogen survival (r).

dSi
dt
= bi −
(
β3I
Ni
Ii +
β3C
Ni
Ci + β3PPi + β3GE
)
Si −miSi
dLi
dt
=
(
β3I
Ni
Ii +
β3C
Ni
Ci + β3PPi + β3GE
)
Si − (σ3L +mi)Li
dIi
dt
= σ3LLi − (σ3I + µi +mi) Ii
dCi
dt
= σ3IIi − (σ3C +mi)Ci
dPi
dt
= γ3IIi + γ3CCi − (r + ν)Pi
dE
dt
=
14∑
i=7
ν3Pi − rE
(3.7)
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Table 9. Description of variables and parameters for models
Variable Description
Si Number of infectious cattle in pen i that have not
picked up MAP bacteria
Li Number of latent cattle in pen i that have not
picked up MAP bacteria
Ii Number of infectious cattle in pen i with MAP
which cannot shed the bacilli to the environment
or transmit infection to other cattle
Ci Cattle shedding more than 10,000 CFU/g of feces
Ni Total cattle population in pen i
Pi Number of infectious units in pen-specific environment
E Number of infectious units in general environment
βkI Infectious cattle transmission rate (k = 1, 2, 3)
βkC Super-shedder transmission rate
βkP Pen environment transmission rate
βkG General environment transmission rate
σkL Rate of changing from latent to infectious
σkL Rate of changing from infectious to super-shedder
γkI Average shedding rate of infectious cattle
γkC Average shedding rate of super-shedders
r Pathogen removal rate
νk Transition rate from pen to general environment
αk Proportion of calves that are infected at birth
µi Farm anbimal removal rate
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3.3 Hybrid Model of Johne’s Disease
The goal of this section is to model the transmission of JD on a dairy farm
by taking into account the infection states of JD and the patterns of cattle move-
ment. With the cattle movement (CM), using a deterministic modeling approach, we
incorporate progression of JD at various stages of infection as follows: Pen 1 (SLE)
represents calves; the assumption is that they are all either susceptible, or if infected,
then they are in the latently infected and do not yet shed MAP into the environ-
ment, were embedded with the CM model (see Figure 22). Next, we embed the SLIE
model into the CM model for pens 2 through 6 (cattle from post-weaned to prior
to calving with no super-shedders) and SLISE for pens 7 through 14 (adult cattle
including super-shedders which represents the late stages of infection). This results
in a hybrid model consisting of three systems of ordinary differential equations (see
equation 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12), representing a dairy farm affected with JD.
The flow diagram of the SLE and CM (Figure 22), the SLIE and CM (Figure 23),
the SLISE and CM Model (Figure 24) and the set of ordinary equations of the hybrid
model is presented in the following below:
3.3.1 Hybrid model for pen 1 (SLE and CM embedded)

dS1
dt
= (1− α1)b1 − β1GES1 + d5,1(1− α2)(S5 + L5 + I5)
+ d14,1(1− α3)(S14 + L14 + I14 + C14)− (d1,2 +m1)S1
dL1
dt
= αb1 − β1GES1 + α2d5,1(S5 + L5 + I5)
+ α3d14,1(S14 + L14 + I14 + C14)− (d1,2 +m1)L1
(3.8)
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Figure 22. Flow chart for hybrid model of pen 1, where the states (Si ,
Li , E) represent the susceptible cattle, latent cattle, and the number of
infectious units in general environment, respectively, embedded in Cat-
tle Movements model (CM). m1 , b1 represents the mean culling and
all-cause mortality rate, and purchase and birth, respectively. The gen-
eral environment transmission rate, the proportion of the calf that are
infected at birth, and the duration of pathogen survival are represented
by β1G , α1 , and r , respectively.
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3.3.2 Hybrid model for pen 2–6 where the CM and SLIE model embedded
Figure 23. Flow chart of hybrid model for pen 2,. . . , 6. The states (Si ,
Li , E) represent the susceptible cattle, latent cattle, infectious cattle,
the number of infectious units in pen-specific environment (Pi ), and the
number of infectious units in general environment (E) embedded in the
Cattle Movement (CM) model. Each mi , bi , for i = 2, . . . , 6, represents
the mean culling and all-cause mortality rate, and purchase and birth
rate, respectively. Each (β2I , β2P , β2G ) represents the transmission
rate, with infectious cattle (β2I ), pen environment (β2P ), and general
environment (β2G ). Each (σ2L , σ2I , γ2I , ν2 , and r) represent disease
state rate, with latent stage (σ2L ), infectious (σ2I ), mean infectious
shedding (γ2I ), transition rate from pen to general environment (ν2 ),
farm animal removal rate, and the duration of pathogen survival (r).
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dS2
dt
= b2 −
(
β2I
N2
I2 + β2PP2 + β2GE
)
S2 + d1,2S1 − (d2,3 +m2)S2
dL2
dt
=
(
β2I
N2
I2 + β2PP2 + β2GE
)
S2 + d1,2L1 − (d2,3 +m2 + σ2L)L2
dI2
dt
= σ2LL2 − (d2,3 +m2 + µ2)I2
dP2
dt
= γ2II2 − (r + ν2)P2
dS3
dt
= b3 −
(
β2I
N3
I3 + β2PP3 + β2GE
)
S3 + d2,3S2 − (d3,4 +m3)S3
dL3
dt
=
(
β2I
N3
I3 + β2PP3 + β2GE
)
S3 + d2,3L2 − (d3,4 +m3 + σ2L)L3
dI3
dt
= σ2LL3 + d2,3I2 − (d3,4 +m3 + µ3)I3
dP3
dt
= γ2II3 − (r + ν2)P3
dS4
dt
= b4 −
(
β2I
N4
I4 + β2PP4 + β2GE
)
S4 + d3,4S3 − (d4,5 +m4)S4
dL4
dt
=
(
β2I
N4
I4 + β2PP4 + β2GE
)
S4 + d3,4L3 − (d4,5 +m4 + σ2L)L4
dI4
dt
= σ2LL4 + d3,4I3 − (d4,5 +m4 + µ4)I4
dP4
dt
= γ2II4 − (r + ν2)P4
dS5
dt
= b5 −
(
β2I
N5
I5 + β2PP5 + β2GE
)
S5 + d4,5S4 − (d5,6 +m5)S5
dL5
dt
=
(
β2I
N5
I5 + β2PP5 + β2GE
)
S5 + d4,5L4 − (d5,6 +m5 + σ2L)L5
dI5
dt
= σ2LL5 + d4,5I4 − (d5,6 +m5 + µ5)I5
dP5
dt
= γ2II5 − (r + ν2)P5
dS6
dt
= b6 −
(
β2I
N6
I6 + β2PP6 + β2GE
)
S6 + d5,6S5 − (d6,8 +m6)S6
dL6
dt
=
(
β2I
N6
I6 + β2PP6 + β2GE
)
S6 + d5,6L5 − (d6,8 +m6 + σ2L)L6
dI6
dt
= σ2LL6 + d5,6I5 − (d6,8 +m6 + µ6)I6
dP6
dt
= γ2II6 − (r + ν2)P6
(3.9)
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3.3.3 Hybrid model for pen 7, . . . , 14
Figure 24. Flow chart of hybrid model for pen 7, . . . , 14. The states
(Si , Li , Ii , Ci , E ) represent the susceptible cattle, latent cattle, in-
fectious cattle, the super shedder cattle, the number of infectious units
in pen-specific environment (Pi ), and the number of infectious units in
general environment (E). Each (mi , bi , for i = 7, . . . , 14), represents
the mean culling and all-cause mortality rate, and purchase and birth
rate, respectively. Each (β3I , β3C , β3P , β3G ) represents the trans-
mission rate, with infectious cattle (β3I ), super-shedder (β3C ), pen
environment (β3P ), and general environment (β3G ). Each (σ3L , σ3I ,
σ3C , γ3I , γ3C , ν3 , and r) represent disease state rate, with latent stage
(σ3L ), infectious (σ3I ), super-shedder (σ3C ), mean infectious shedding
(γ3I ), average super-shedder shedding (γ3C ), transition rate from pen
to general environment (ν3 ), farm animal removal rate (µi ), and the
duration of pathogen survival (r).
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Hybrid model equations for pens 7, 8, 9

dS7
dt
= b7 −
(
β3I
N7
I7 +
β3C
N7
C7 + β3PP7 + β3GE
)
S7
+ d14,7S14 − (d7,10 +m7)S7
dL7
dt
=
(
β3I
N7
I7 +
β3C
N7
C7 + β3PP7 + β3GE
)
S7
+ d14,7L14 − (σ3L + d7,10 +m7)L7
dI7
dt
= σ3LL7 + d14,7I14 − (σ3I + d7,10 +m7 + µ7) I7
dC7
dt
= σ3II7 + d14,7C14 − (σ3C + d7,10 +m7)C7
dP7
dt
= γ3II7 + γ3CC7 − (r + v3)P7
dS8
dt
= b8 −
(
β3I
N8
I8 +
β3C
N8
C8 + β3PP8 + β3GE
)
S8
+ d6,8S6 − (d8,9 +m8)S8
dL8
dt
=
(
β3I
N8
I8 +
β3C
N8
C8 + β3PP8 + β3GE
)
S8
+ d6,8L6 − (σ3L + d8,9 +m8)L8
dI8
dt
= σ3LL8 + d6,8I6 − (σ3I + d8,9 +m8 + µ8) I8
dC8
dt
= σ3II8 − (σ3C + d8,9 +m8)C8
dP8
dt
= γ3II8 + γ3CC8 − (r + ν3)P8
dS9
dt
= b9 −
(
β3I
N9
I9 +
β3C
N9
C9 + β3PP9 + β3GE
)
S9
+ d8,9S8 − (d9,12 +m9)S9
dL9
dt
=
(
β3I
N9
I9 +
β3C
N9
C9 + β3PP9 + β3GE
)
S9
+ d8,9L8 − (σ3L + d9,12 +m9)L9
dI9
dt
= σ3LL9 + d8,9I8 − (σ3I + d9,12 +m9 + µ9) I9
dC9
dt
= σ3II9 + d8,9C8 − (σ3C + d9,12 +m9)C9
dP9
dt
= γ3II9 + γ3CC9 − (r + ν3)P9
(3.10)
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Hybrid model equations for pens 10, 11, 12
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dS10
dt
= b10 −
(
β3I
N10
I10 +
β3C
N10
C10 + β3PP10 + β3GE
)
S10
+ d7,10S7 − (d10,11 +m10)S10
dL10
dt
=
(
β3I
N10
I10 +
β3C
N10
C10 + β3PP10 + β3GE
)
S10
+ d7,10L7 − (σ3L + d10,11 +m10)L10
dI10
dt
= σ3LL10 + d7,10I7 − (σ3I + d10,11 +m10 + µ10) I10
dC10
dt
= σ3II10 + d7,10C7 − (σ3C + d10,11 +m10)C10
dP10
dt
= γ3II10 + γ3CC10 − (r + v3)P10
dS11
dt
= b11 −
(
β3I
N11
I11 +
β3C
N11
C11 + β3PP11 + β3GE
)
S11
+ d10,11S10 − (d11,12 +m11)S11
dL11
dt
=
(
β3I
N11
I11 +
β3C
N11
C11 + β3PP11 + β3GE
)
S11
+ d10,11L10 − (σ3L + d11,12 +m11)L11
dI11
dt
= σ3LL11 + d10,11I10 − (σ3I + d11,12 +m11 + µ11) I11
dC11
dt
= σ3II11 + d10,11C10 − (σ3C + d11,12 +m11)C11
dP11
dt
= γ3II11 + γ3CC11 − (r + v3)P11
dS12
dt
= b12 −
(
β3I
N12
I12 +
β3C
N12
C12 + β3PP12 + β3GE
)
S12
+ d11,12S11 + d9,12S9 − (d12,13 +m12)S12
dL12
dt
=
(
β3I
N12
I12 +
β3C
N12
C12 + β3PP12 + β3GE
)
S12
+ d11,12L11 + d9,12L9 − (σ3L + d12,13 +m12)L12
dI12
dt
= σ3LL12 + d11,12I11 + d9,12I9 − (σ3I + d12,13 +m12 + µ12) I12
dC12
dt
= σ3II12 + d11,12C11 + d9,12C9 − (σ3C + d12,13 +m12)C12
dP12
dt
= γ3II12 + γ3CC12 − (r + ν3)P12
(3.11)
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Hybrid model equations for pens 13, 14

dS13
dt
= b13 −
(
β3I
N13
I13 +
β3C
N13
C13 + β3PP13 + β3GG
)
S13
+ d12,13S12 − (d13,14 +m13)S13
dL13
dt
=
(
β3I
N13
I13 +
β3C
N13
C13 + β3PP13 + β3GG
)
S13
+ d12,13L12 − (σ3L + d13,14 +m13)L13
dI13
dt
= σ3LL13 + d12,13I12 − (σ3I + d13,14 +m13 + µ13) I13
dC13
dt
= σ3II13 + d12,13C12 − (σ3C + d13,14 +m13)C13
dP13
dt
= γ3II13 + γ3CC13 − (r + ν3)P13
dS14
dt
= b14 −
(
β3I
N14
I14 +
β3C
N14
C14 + β3PP14 + β3GE
)
S14
+ d13,14S13 − (d14,7 +m14)S14
dL14
dt
=
(
β3I
N14
I14 +
β3C
N14
C14 + β3PP14 + β3GE
)
S14
+ d13,14L13 − (σ3L + d14,7 +m14)L14
dI14
dt
= σ3LL14 + d13,14I13 − (σ3I + d14,7 +m14 + µ14) I14
dC14
dt
= σ3II14 + d13,14C13 − (σ3C + d14,7 +m14)C14
dP14
dt
= γ3II14 + γ3CC14 − (r + ν3)P14
(3.12)

dE
dt
=
∑1
i=1 ν1Pi − rE
dE
dt
=
∑6
i=2 ν2Pi − rE
dE
dt
=
∑14
i=7 ν3Pi − rE
(3.13)
Dynamics of the models presented in this chapter will be investigated using
numerical simulations for the 5-year monthly data collected at the U.C. Davis dairy
research facility under supervision of Dr. Sharif Aly. We will present the related
results in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 4
MODEL ANALYSIS AND PARAMETER ESTIMATIONS
The ultimate goal of this chapter is to provide recommendations and guide-
lines for more effective management of “between-pen cattle movement” in order to
substantially reduce the risk of exposure of cows and thereby reduce the prevalence
of JD in dairy farms. To reach the goal we rely upon the hybrid model which was
constructed in chapter 3.
4.1 Analysis of the Cattle Movement Model
We set up the CM model by dividing the cattle populations into fourteen pens
(see Figure 8). Let Ni be the number of cows in pen i, where i = 1, . . . , 14, then we
have fourteen sets of ordinary differential equations (ODE) for the CM model (see
Equation 3.1). The model (3.4) is represented in the general form of
dX(t)
dt
= AX(t) + b for t ≥ 0. (4.1)
where X = [N1 . . . N14]
T , A = [ai,j]14×14 is a constant matrix from the ODE for the
CM model, b = [b1 . . . b14]
T is a constant vector. If X(t) satisfies (4.1), then
X(t) = etAX(0) + etA
∫ t
0
e−sAb ds for t ≥ 0.
To see this, set Y (t) = e−tAX(t). Then
Y ′(t) = e−tAX ′(t)− Ae−tAX(t) = e−tA[X ′(t)− AX(t)] = e−tAb.
Therefore,
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Y (t) = Y (0) +
∫ t
0
e−sAb ds.
Since Y (0) = X(0), we have
e−tAX(t) = X(0) +
∫ t
0
e−sAb ds
and so
X(t) = etAX(0) + etA
∫ t
0
e−sAb ds. (4.2)
This is the general solution to Equation 4.1.
4.1.1 Model Analysis
The first step to examine this mathematical model is to make sure the solutions
are nonnegative and bounded given positive initial values. Hence, in this subsection
we establish conditions for existence of nonnegative and bounded solutions of the
cattle movement (CM) model. We start with the following theorem, which indicates
that starting with nonnegative initial values, the CM model will have nonnegative
solutions when certain conditions are assumed.
THEOREM 4.1: Let di,j ≥ 0 for i, j = 1, . . . , n and let mi , bi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , n .
Assume X = [X1 . . . Xn]
T is a solution to the movement model (3.2)
dXi
dt
= bi − (mi +
n∑
j=1
di,j)Xi +
n∑
j=1
dj,iXj
(1) If X(0) > 0, then X(t) > 0 for all t ≥ 0.
(2) If X(0) ≥ 0, then X(t) ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0.
PROOF. (1) Suppose Xi(t) ≤ 0 for some t > 0 and for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n . Then
there exist t∗ > 0 and k such that Xk(t∗) = 0 and Xi(t) > 0 for each 0 ≤ t < t∗ and
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for each i = 1, . . . , n . Set µ = mk +
∑n
j=1 dk,j . It follows that X
′
k(t) ≥ −µXk(t) for
0 ≤ t < t∗. By Gronwall’s Inequality, it follows that Xk(t) ≥ Xk(0)e−µt for 0 ≤ t < t∗ .
Hence, by continuity of the solutions, Xk(t∗) > 0, which is a contradiction. This
proves (1).
(2) Set X()(t) be the solution to (4.1) with X()(0) = X(0) + [1 · · · 1]T .
X()(t) > 0 for all t ≥ 0. But X(t) = lim↓0X()(t) for t ≥ 0 by Equation 4.2. ♦
The CM model is an input-output system which can be modeled as a constant
coefficient first order linear system of differential equations with constant forcing
function. The model may produce results that agree locally with observational data.
However, the model ignores any controls based on internal states of the input-output
system and there is no control for external forces that apply to a dairy farm.
In the following, we consider two special cases to examine:
1. Two pen system and,
2. n pen system.
Case 1: Two pen system
As shown in Figure 25 the cattle movements (d1,2 and d2,1 ), birth/purchased (b1 and
b2 ), and mortality (m1 and m2 ), represent a dairy farm with only two pens.
Assume that m1,m2 > 0, b1, b2 ≥ 0 and d1,2, d2,1 ≥ 0. Then the set of ODEs are
given by  X
′
1 = b1 − (d1,2 +m1)X1 + d2,1X2
X
′
2 = b2 − (d2,1 +m2)X2 + d1,2X1
. (4.3)
In the matrix format this is rewritten
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Figure 25. A schematic representation of the two pen system. Solid
lines indicate the dynamics of the cattle movements (d1,2 and d2,1 ),
birth/purchased (b1 and b2 ), and mortality (m1 and m2 ), respectively.
 X1
X2

′
=
 b1
b2
+
 −(d1,2 +m1) d2,1
d1,2 −(d2,1 +m2)

 X1
X2
 (4.4)
=
 b1
b2
−
 (d1,2 +m1) −d2,1
−d1,2 (d2,1 +m2)

 X1
X2

Let
M =
 (d1,2 +m1) −d2,1
−d1,2 (d2,1 +m2)

The characteristic polynomial of M is p(λ) = (d1,2 +m1−λ)(d2,1 +m2−λ)−d1,2d2,1 .
It is easy to check that the roots of p(λ) are positive. Therefore, the positive
equilibrium of system (4.3) is locally asymptotically stable. The transpose of M is
strictly diagonally dominant. Thus, p(0) ≥ m1 , m2 > 0.
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Case 2: n pen system For i, j = 1, . . . , n
Figure 26. A schematic representation of the n pen system. Solid
lines and dashed lines indicate the dynamics of the cattle movements
(di,j for i, j = 1, . . . , n), birth/purchased (bi ), and mortality (mi ) for
i = 1, . . . , n , respectively.
Consider an input-output system with pens P1 ↔ P2 ↔ · · · ↔ Pn that hold cows.
For i = 1, . . . , n , let Xi(t) be the number of units of cows in pen Pi at time t > 0.
We make the following assumptions in the CM model:
(H1) We assume bi units of cows added to pen Pi in each unit of time ∆t . We assume
bi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , n .
(H2) We assume that cows are removed from pen Pi and the system at rate miXi
for i = 1, . . . , n with m1, . . . ,mn > 0.
(H3) For i = 1, . . . , n , we assume cows move from pen Pi to cell Pj at rate di,jXi .
We assume di,j ≥ 0 and di,i = 0.
Under these assumptions the General Cattle Movement Model is given by Equation
3.2
dXi
dt
= bi −
(
mi +
n∑
j=1
di,j
)
Xi +
n∑
j=1
dj,iXj for i = 1, . . . , n.
Let qi =
∑n
j=1 dij and
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D =

d11 d1,2 · · · d1n
d21 d2,2 · · · d2n
...
...
. . .
...
dn1 dn,2 · · · dnn

Let X = [X1 . . . Xn]
T and b = [b1 . . . bn]
T . Then dX
dt
= b − diag[(mi + qi)]X + DX.
Set M = diag[(mi + qi)]−D then
dX
dt
= b−MX (4.5)
(Note that −A = M ).
DEFINITION 4.2: Let C = [ci,j] be n× n . Following Horn and Johnson (1985), we
say that C is strictly diagonally dominant if
|Cii| >
n∑
j=1,j 6=i
|Ci,j| for i = 1, . . . , n.
Note: The matrix M is column strictly diagonally dominant. For example, column
1 of M is 
m1 +
∑n
j=1 d1j
−d12
...
−d1n

and m1 +
n∑
j=1
d1j >
n∑
j=1
d1j.
Note that m1 > 0,
∑n
j=1 d1,j ≥ 0, and recall that d11 = 0.
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Let A = −M . Then, we have
dX(t)
dt
= AX(t) + b,
where
A =

−a1 0 0 0 d5,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d14,1
d1,2 −a2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 d2,3 −a3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 d3,4 −a4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 d4,5 −a5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 d5,6 −a6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −a7 0 0 0 0 0 0 d14,7
0 0 0 0 0 d6,8 0 −a8 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d8,9 −a9 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 d7,10 0 0 −a10 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d10,11 −a11 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d9,12 0 d11,12 −a12 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d12,13 −a13 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d13,14 −a14

and
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ai = (di,i+1 +mi) for i = 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13
a6 = (d6,8 +m6), a7 = (d7,10 +m7)
a8 = (d8,9 +m8), a9 = (d9,12 +m9)
a14 = (d14,7 +m13)
and b = [b1 · · · b14]T is the positive constant vector representing the cattle buying
rates. Specifically, the matrix M is invertible if
d1,2 +m1 > d5,1 + d14,1
d2,3 +m2 > d1,2
d3,4 +m3 > d2,3
d4,5 +m4 > d3,4
d5,6 +m5 > d4,5
d6,8 +m6 > d5,6
d7,10 +m7 > d14,7
d8,9 +m8 > d6,8
d9,12 +m9 > d8,9
d10,11 +m10 > d7,10
d11,12 +m11 > d10,11
d12,13 +m12 > d11,12 + d9,12
d13,14 +m13 > d12,13
d14,7 +m14 > d13,14.
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THEOREM 4.3: Let M = diag(
∑n
j=1mj + di,j)−D . Then
(1) M is invertible.
(2) If all main diagonal entries of M are positive, then all the eigenvalues of M
have positive real part.
PROOF. (1) Suppose that M = [Mij] is singular. Then choose
x = [x1 · · · xn ]T 6= ~0n×1 such that Mx = ~0n×1
Choose i such that |xi| ≥ |xj| for j = 1, . . . , n . Let Mi denote the ith row of M .
Then
Mix =
n∑
j=1
Mijxj = 0
and so
Miixi = −
n∑
j=1,j 6=i
Mijxj.
Therefore,
|Miixi| ≤
n∑
j=1,j 6=i
|Mij| |xj| ≤
{
n∑
j=1,j 6=i
|Mij|
}
|xi|.
Since xi 6= 0, we have |Mii| ≤
∑n
j=1,j 6=i |Mij| , which is a contradiction because M is
strictly diagonally dominant. Thus, M is invertible.
(2) See Horn & Johnson (1985), page 349. ♦
Note that if M is column strictly diagonally dominant, then M is invertible since MT
is strictly diagonally dominant, and since MT is invertible implies M is invertible.
Remark 1 (Stability of the non-negative equilibrium)
It follows that M is invertible by the Theorem 4.3 and the eigenvalues of M
have positive real parts by Horn & Johnson (1985), p.349. Hence, the equilibrium of
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system (4.5) is locally asymptotically stable.
Remark 2 (General solution of the cattle movement model)
Set Y = X −M−1b . Then Y ′ = X ′ = b −MX = −MY . Therefore, Y (t) =
e−M(t)Y (0). Therefore, X(t) = M−1b+ e−M(t)(X(0)−M−1b) is the general solution
of system (4.1) when M = −A is invertible. Note that M−1b is the equilibrium
solution which is positive, and e−M(t)(X(0) −M−1b) is transient → solution which
tends to zero as t→∞ [11]. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that X(t) > 0 if X(0) > 0.
Note: Xi(t) = 0⇒ X ′i(0) > 0.
Remark 3: If di,j = 0 for i, j = 1, . . . , p , then by equation (3.1) X(i,DFE) =
bi
mi
for
i = 1, . . . , p , where X(i,DFE) is the disease free equilibrium point.
4.1.2 Existence, Stability, and Positivity of Equilibria
Although in subsection 4.1.1 we treated the problem of existence and stability
of equilibria, we can take a different approach to the same problem. The conditions
under which the CM model X ′ = AX + b has a unique nontrivial equilibrium is only
possible when A is invertible. If A is invertible, then by letting X = Y (−A−1)b , the
CM model is Y ′ = AY . Specifically, if X ′ = b + AX , then X = −A−1b is solution.
Set Y = X + A−1b . Then Y ′ = X ′ and AY = AX + b . Therefore, Y ′ = AY .
The following theorem gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for pos-
itivity of the solution of a linear system of the form (αI − X)p = b . We will use
this theorem to establish conditions for positivity of the equilibrium solution of the
general CM model (4.1).
The set of all n× n nonnegative (positive) matrices is denoted by Nn.
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THEOREM 4.4: Let A ∈ Nn be arbitrary, and let α > 0 be any scalar. A necessary
and sufficient condition for a solution X ≥ 0, X 6= 0, for
(αI − A)X = b (4.6)
to exist for any b > 0 is that α > r = ρ(A). In this case, there is only one solution
p , which is strictly positive and given by X = (αI − A)−1b .
Note that A 6= 0 is an arbitrary non-negative matrix, and the vector b is required to
be positive.
PROOF. See Stanczak, Wiczanowski and Boche (2009), page 371. ♦
COROLLARY 4.5: Let b > 0. The equilibrium solution X∗ = M−1b of the general
CM model (4.1) is non-negative if and only if ρ(diag[(mi + qi)]
−1D) < 1 where
qi =
∑n
j=1 di,j .
PROOF. Since M = diag[(mi + qi)]−D , we get that
b+ (diag[−(mi + qi)] +D)X = 0,
X = (diag[(mi + qi)])
−1DX + (diag[(mi + qi)])−1b and
(I − (diag[(mi + qi)])−1D)X = (diag[(mi + qi)])−1b.
Note that diag[(mi + qi)]
−1D is a non-negative matrix. Using Theorem 4.4, there
exists a non-negative equilibrium solution X of model (4.1). ♦
The assumption of positivity of b and non-negativity of A guarantees the existence
of a positive solution X to Equation 4.7, provided that ρ(A) < α . If b is an arbitrary
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nonnegative vector, the following result shows that the positivity of X is recovered
when A ∈ Nn is irreducible.
THEOREM 4.6: Let α > 0 be any scalar, and let A ∈ Nn be irreducible. A necessary
and suffcient condition for a solution X ≥ 0, X 6= 0 to
(αI − A)X = b (4.7)
to exist for any b ≥ 0, b 6= 0, is that a > r = ρ(A). In this case, there is only one
solution X , which is strictly positive and given by X = (αI −X)−1b .
PROOF. See Stanczak, Wiczanowski and Boche (2009), page 372. ♦
COROLLARY 4.7: Let b ≥ 0 and diag[(mi+qi)]−1D be irreducible. The equilibrium
solution X∗ = M−1b of the general CM model (3.2) is non-negative if and only if
ρ(diag[(mi + qi)]
−1D) < 1.
PROOF. The proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 4.5 (See Stanczak, Wicza-
nowski and Boche (2009), page 372) and therefore is omitted here. ♦
COROLLARY 4.8: Let A ∈ Nn be irreducible, α > 0, and y ≥ 0, y 6= 0, a vector
satisfying
Ay ≤ αy. (4.8)
Then y > 0 and α ≥ r = ρ(A) where r is the Perron root of X . Moreover, α = r if
and only if Ay = αy .
PROOF. See Stanczak, Wiczanowski and Boche (2009), page 372. ♦
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THEOREM 4.9: Let M = diag(
∑n
j=1mj+di,j)−D . Then if all main diagonal entries
of M are positive, then all the eigenvalues of M have positive real part.
PROOF. See (Horn & Johnson (1985), page 349). ♦
Note: It is easy to show that λ is an eigenvalue for A implies that λ is an eigenvalue
for AT . [Let A be a matrix. Choose x 6= 0 such that Ax = λx . Then (A−λI)x = ~0,
and so xT (AT − λI) = ~0. Thus, AT − λI is singular. Hence, λ is an eigenvalue for
AT ].
The set of distinct eigenvalues of matrix A is referred to as the spectrum of
A and is denoted by σ(A).
THEOREM 4.10: Let A ∈ Rn×n be any nonsingular matrix with non-positive off-
diagonal entries. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) A is an M -matrix.
(ii) There is a matrix B ≥ 0 and a real number α > ρ(B) such that A = αI −B .
(iii) All principal minors of A are positive.
(iv) Re(λ) > 0 for all λ ∈ σ(A).
PROOF. See Stanczak, Wiczanowski and Boche (2009), page 373. ♦
COROLLARY 4.11: The matrix M in the general model (4.5) is an M -matrix.
PROOF. Matrix M is defined by M = diag[(mi+ qi)]−D . Let qi =
∑n
j=1 dij and
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D =

d11 d1,2 · · · d1n
d21 d2,2 · · · d2n
...
...
. . .
...
dn1 dn,2 · · · dnn

(4.9)
Hence, the off-diagonal entries of matrix M are non-positive and using Theorem 4.10
the proof is complete. ♦
COROLLARY 4.12: If ρ(diag[(mi + qi)]
−1D) < 1, then X∗ = M−1b with non-
negative entries exists and it is locally asymptotically stable.
PROOF. Use Corollaries 4.5 and Theorem 4.10. ♦
4.1.3 Parameter Estimations
Using Matlab and the function fmincon, model (3.2) is fitted to the movement
data (matlab code, fmincon.m, can be available upon request). Figure 27 shows the
outcome model fitting when the data for farm CA008 was used. Similar results were
obtained when the CM model was fitted to the data of farm CA003. As expected
the linear model does not capture all variations in the data. This is due to the fact
that the parameter values of the CM model are fixed values for the entire period of
4.2 years. While in reality the parameter values are subject to change from month
to month. The importance of the estimated parameter values lies in connection with
the disease models embedded in the CM model. In particular, they can be used to
determine the sensitivity of the farm to JD outbreaks in each pen. Table 10 represents
the estimated parameter values.
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When the parameter values of the CM model are changing over the time,
the following two theorems can be used to establish the stability of the constant
equilibrium.
THEOREM 4.13: Consider the equation
x
′
= Ax+B(t)x, (4.10)
where B(t) is continuous for t ≥ t0 and such that:
a. the eigenvalues λk of A , k = 1, . . . , n have Re(λk) ≤ 0, the eigenvalues corre-
sponding with Re(λk) = 0 are distinct;
b.
∫∞
t0
‖B(t)‖ dt is bounded,
then the solutions of Equation 4.13 are bounded and x = 0 is stable in the sense of
Lyapunov [63].
PROOF. Proof: See Verhulst (2006), page 72. ♦
THEOREM 4.14: Consider equation 4.13 in Theorem 4.13: x
′
= Ax + B(t)x , B(t)
continuous for t ≥ t0 with:
a. A is a constant matrix with eigenvalues λk , k = 1, . . . , n such that Re(λk) < 0;
b. limt→∞ ‖B(t)‖ = 0 then for all solutions of equation 4.14 we have limt→∞ x(t) = 0
and x = 0 is asymptotically stable [63].
PROOF. Proof: See Verhulst (2006), page 73. ♦
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Next, we will use the Matlab to fit the cattle movement (CM) model to the
population data. The graphs are related to farm 8 (see Figure 27), and using fmin-
con.m calculate the parameters di,j and residence time for farm 1, 3, 7, and farm 8
(see Table 10).
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Figure 27. Using the Matlab; the cattle movement (CM) model is
fitted to the population data. The graphs are related to farm 8. Note
that the CM model is linear and the accuracy is similar to the linear
regression models.
4.2 Analysis of the Johne’s Disease Models
4.2.1 The Basic Reproduction Number
In disease modeling, often the basic reproduction number, R0 , defined as
the average number of secondary infections caused by a typical infected individual
introduced into a totally susceptible population ([21], [62]), is the best candidate for
measuring of pathogen transmissibility fitness. In particular, there will be an outbreak
when R0 > 1, whereas the infection will gradually disappear when R0 < 1, and if
R0 = 1, a stable endemic infection exists. The next-generation matrix approach ([13],
[62], [21]) will be used to obtain R0 . Similar to Magombedze et al., 2013 (Iceberg
Phenomenon), Infectious (I) and Super-shedder (C) compartments are considered as
disease compartments, and the largest nonnegative eigenvalue of K matrix is the R0
and are shown as follows:
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Table 10. Parameters and residence time for farm 1a, 1b, 3, 7, and farm 8.
parameter Farm 1a Farm 1b Farm 3 Farm 7 Farm 8 residence time (1/yr)
d1,2 5.75 3.45 6.00 6.00 3.00 3–6
d2,3 1.14 1.74 1.99 1.99 1.00 1–2
d3,4 11.89 11.61 11.99 4.00 4.00 4–12
d4,5 1.70 1.69 1.53 1.50 1.50 1.5–1.71
d5,1 233.80 54.42 52.08 52.08 52.08 52.08–370.37
d5,6 8.15 8.28 8.67 8.66 8.66 6.5–8.67
d6,8 193.83 205.49 17.39 191.25 191.24 17.39–370.37
d7,10 209.01 19.79 17.39 159.79 159.79 17.39–370.37
d8,9 6.12 4.52 52.08 3.04 3.04 3.04–52.08
d9,12 1.27 1.28 1.50 1.49 1.50 1–1.5
d10,11 51.67 8.34 3.03 33.51 33.51 3.03–52.08
d11,12 1.23 1.38 1.00 1.50 1.49 1–1.5
d12,13 11.01 11.43 10.72 6.65 6.65 6.52–13.04
d13,14 97.48 342.60 90.94 225.49 225.49 90.91–370.37
d14,1 195.18 165.01 52.08 52.08 52.08 52.08–370.37
d14,7 226.02 220.73 370.37 370.37 370.37 52.08–370.37
di,j is the rate of the animal movement from pen i to pen j , where i, j = 1, . . . , 14.
The residence times are per year.
4.2.1.1 Susceptible-Latent-General Environment (SLE) Model
We first find the Disease Free Equilibrium (DFE) of the SLE model. Specifi-
cally, for i = 1 we have
(1) 0 = (1− α1)bi − β1GESi −miSi
(2) 0 = α1bi + β1GESi −miLi
(3) 0 = −rE
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Therefore, E = 0.
Adding (1) and (2), we have 0 = bi −miNi . Then Ni = bimi where Ni = Si + Li .
Now
(1′) 0 = (1− α1)bi − β1GESi −miSi
(2′) 0 = α1bi + β1GESi −miLi
Using E = 0, we find
(1′′) miSi = (1− α1)bi and so Si = (1− α1)bi
mi
(2′′) miLi = α1bi and so Li =
α1bi
mi
Thus, the DFE is given by
Si
Li
E
 = bimi

1− α1
α1
0
 where b1 6= 0.
Note that the SLE model does not have any endemic equilibrium (EE).
Next we calculate R0 for the SLE model. We have
F =
 0 β1G
0 0
 and V −1 =
 1mi 0
0 1
r

and
R0 = ρ

 0 0
0 β1G
r

 = 0 < 1
which implies that the DFE is stable, and there will be no disease outbreak at any
time. We can also check this by direct calculations. The Jacobian matrix of the SLE
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model is given by
J =

−mi 0 −β1GS
0 −mi β1GS
0 0 −r

Substituting the DFE into J, we get
JDFE =

−mi 0 − bi(1−α1)β1Gmi
0 −m bi(1−α1)β1G
mi
0 0 −r

which is an upper-triangular matrix with eigenvalues: λ1 = −r , and λ2 = λ3 = −m .
Therefore, the DFE is always stable.
4.2.1.2 Susceptible Latent Infectious General Environment (SLISE) Model
Next, the DFE and R0 will be calculated in two parts: without super-shedders (SLIE)
and with super-shedders (SLISE).
Part 1: For i = 2, . . . , 6, we have Ni = bi −miSi −miLi + (mi − σ2L)Ii and so the
DFE without super-shedders (Li = 0, Ii = 0, Ci = 0) is Ni = Si , and Si =
bi
mi
. Thus,
we have
(Si, Li, Ii, Pi, E) =
(
bi
mi
, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
Thus, for i = 2, . . . , 6, the eigenvalues λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0 and the dominant eigenvalue
is given by
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λ4 =
β2Iσ2L
(mi + µi)(mi + σ2L)
+
biβ2Pγ2Iσ2L
mi(r + ν2)(mi + µi)(mi + σ2L)
+
biβ2Gγ2Iσ2Lν2
rmi(r + ν2)(mi + µi)(mi + σ2L)
R
[Ii]
0 =
β2Iσ2L
(mi + µi)(mi + σ2L)
is host specific.
R
[Pi]
0 =
biβ2Pγ2Iσ2L
mi(mi + µi)(mi + σ2L)(r + ν2)
is pen specific.
R
[Gi]
0 =
biβ2Gγ2Iσ2Lν2
rmi(mi + µi)(mi + σ2L)(r + ν2)
is general environment.
Part 2: Next, we find the endemic equilibria for the SLISE model with super-shedders.
By setting the RHS of the SLISE model (equation (3.7) in section 3.2.2 in chapter 3)
equal to zero and assuming that the endemic equilibrium is given by
Edemic∗ = S∗, L∗, I∗, C∗, P ∗, E∗ , we get that
(1) Ij =
σ3L
σ3I +mj
Lj
(2) Cj =
σ3I
σ3C +mj
Ij
=
σ3Iσ3L
(σ3C +mj)(σ3I +mj)
Lj
(3) Pj =
γ3I
r + ν3
Ij +
γ3C
r + ν3
Cj
=
σ3I
r + ν3
σ3L
σ3I +mj
Lj +
γ3C
r + ν3
σ3Iσ3L
(σ3C +mj)(σ3I +mj)
Lj
=
σ3I
r + ν3
σ3L
σ3I +mj
(
1 +
γ3Cσ3L
σ3C +mj
)
Lj
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(4) E =
ν3
r
14∑
j=2
Pj =
ν3
r
σ3I
r + ν3
14∑
j=2
(
σ3L
σ3I +mj
(
1 +
γ3Cσ3L
σ3C +mj
))
Lj
(5) 0 = bj −mjSj − (σ3L +mj)Lj
Sj =
bj
mj
− σ3L +mj
mj
Lj
We have
dLj
dt
= 0 =
(
β3I
Nj
Ij +
β3C
Nj
Cj + β3PPj + β3GE
)
Sj − (σ3L +mj)Lj.
Set
Tj =
β3I
Nj
Ij +
β3C
Nj
Cj + β3PPj + β3GE.
Part (i): (
dLj
dt
)
: 0 = TjSj − (σ3L +mj)Lj
= Lj
(
Tj
Lj
)
1
mj
(bj − (σ3L +mj)Lj)− (σ3L +mj)Lj
Part (ii): Now assume that
Lj 6= 0 :
= Lj
(
Tj
Lj
)
1
mj
(bj − (σ3L +mj)Lj)− (σ3L +mj)
Then the EE for the SLISE model with super-shedders when Li 6= 0, Ii 6=
0, Ci 6= 0 for i = 6, . . . , 14, and by part II we found the condition for the existence of
EE is
bi − (σ3L +miL∗i ) > 0⇐⇒ R0 > 1 and b1 > 0,
where L∗i is the number of Latent individuals in pen i .
Now when we calculate the R0 : we get
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F =

0 βI βC βP βG
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

,
V =

mi + σ3L 0 0 0 0
−σ3L mi + µi + σ3I 0 0 0
0 −σ3I mi + σ3C 0 0
0 −γ3I −γ3C r + ν3 0
0 0 0 −ν3 r

and
K = FV −1 =

R
[Ii]
0 +R
[Ci]
0 +R
[Pi]
0 +R
[Gi]
0 A B C D
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

where
R
[Ii]
0 =
β3Iσ3L
(mi + σ3L)(mi + µi + σ3I)
, is host specific.
R
[Ci]
0 =
β3Cσ3Iσ3L
(mi + σ3C)(mi + σ3L)(mi + µi + σ3I)
, is super shedders specific.
R
[Pi]
0 =
biβ3P (γ3Imiσ3L + γ3Cσ3Iσ3L + γ3Iσ3Cσ3L)
mi(mi + σ3C)(mi + σ3L)(r + ν3)(mi + µi + σ3I)
, is pen specific.
R
[Gi]
0 =
biν3β3G(γ3Imiσ3L + γ3Cσ3Iσ3L + γ3Iσ3Cσ3L)
rmi(mi + σ3C)(mi + σ3L)(r + ν3)(mi + µi + σ3I)
, is general environment.
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A =
β3I
mi + µi + σ3I
+
β3Cσ3I
(mi + σ3C)(mi + µi + σ3I)
+
β3P (γ3Imi + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
(mi + σ3C)(r + ν3)(mi + µi + σ3I)
+
ν3β3G(γ3Imi + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
r(mi + σ3C)(r + ν3)(mi + µi + σ3I)
B =
β3C
mi + σ3C
+
β3Pγ3C
(mi + σ3C)(r + ν3)
+
ν3β3Gγ3C
r(mi + σ3C)(r + ν3)
C =
β3P
r + ν3
+
ν3β3G
r(r + ν3)
D =
β3G
r
.
Thus, the R0 is given by
R
[i]
0 = R
[Ii]
0 +R
[Ci]
0 +R
[Pi]
0 +R
[Gi]
0
=
σ3L
(mi + σ3L)(mi + µi + σ3I)
(
β3I +
β3Cσ3I
mi + σ3C
+
biβ3P (γ3Imi + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
mi(mi + σ3C)(r + ν3)
+
biν3β3G(γ3Imi + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
rmi(mi + σ3C)(r + ν3)
)
Hence, if R0 > 1, then there will be disease outbreak and conversely, when R0 < 1;
the disease will die out.
Figure 28. R0 > 1, no control measure was employed.
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4.3 Analysis of the Hybrid Model
4.3.1 The Basic Reproduction Number
To find the R0 of the hybrid model we will be using the next-generation matrix
approach. Given that the hybrid model consists of 63 differential equations, we expect
major challenges to calculating the R0 symbolically. Hence, we first concentrate on
the reduced forms of the hybrid model. As explained the in the following, we will
consider different cases according to the age group of the cows, and we use Maltab to
obtain the R0 symbolically. Assumptions on the reduced forms of the hybrid model
(4.5): X
′
= b−MX , where
M =

a11 . . . a1n
...
. . .
...
am1 · · · amn

is the 14× 14 movement matrix
Then M can be expressed as M = MS + ML + MI + MC , where MS,ML = MI =
MC = 0 represent the susceptible, latent, infectious, and super shedders matrix of
movement rates of the cattle populations, respectively and
Xi =

Si
Li
Ii
Ci

for i = 1, . . . , 14.
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THEOREM 4.15: Assume that pi = p, di + αi + γi = d+ α + γ, δi = δ for all i , and
MI = 0. Then miniR
(i)
0 ≤ R0 ≤ maxiR(i)0
PROOF. see Eisenberg et al. (2013), Theorem 4.1, p.107. ♦
Results 1: If ML = MI = MC = 0 and all parameters are the same for all age groups,
then min1≤≤14R
[i]
0 ≤ R0 ≤ max1≤≤14R[i]0 (see picture below).
PROPOSITION 4.16: Assume that all assumptions in Theorem 4.15 hold. Then
R0 → maxiR(i)0 as →∞ .
PROOF. see Eisenberg et al. (2013), Proposition 4.2, p.108. Note that the param-
eter  is the ratio of the water movement and the pathogen decal. ♦
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Results 2: Let  = v
r
, where ν , and r represent the transition rate from pen to
general environment and duration of pathogen survival, respectively. If  → ∞ ,
then R0 → max1≤i≤14R[i]0 . This is because  → ∞ , this implies rν → 0 and so the
pathogen from the general environment does not contribute to the infections (see
picture below).
THEOREM 4.17: Assume that all assumptions in Theorem 4.15 hold. Then
R0 →
∑n
i=1 uiR
(i)
0 as →∞ .
PROOF. see Eisenberg et al. (2013), Theorem 4.4, p.108. ♦
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Result 3: If  → 0, this implies ν → 0, then R0 →
∑
aiR
[i]
0 , where each ai is a
positive constant.
Result 4: (Single pen system with all di,j = 0 for i, j = 1, . . . , 14)
Note that if we let di,j = 0 for all pens. Then all the R0 ’s expressions above simply
become as follows:
1. R
[1]
0 ≡ SLE model.
2. R
[2,...,6]
0 ≡ SLIE model.
3. R
[7,...,14]
0 ≡ SLISE model.
Result 5: (Single pen i system with di,j 6= 0 for entry and leaving rates)
We will make the following assumptions:
(H1). All the newborn calves were separated from their mothers between 0 - 24 hours.
(H2). Since calves were separated quickly, we therefore assume that they are suscep-
tible and have not yet acquired the MAP bacteria.
(H3). We assume all the purchased calves in pen 1 are susceptible.
(H4). General environment is indirect contact which can introduce the MAP bacteria
into the newborn/purchased calves (i.e. lagoon water).
(H5). Heifers can be either susceptible or latent.
For the rest of the R0 calculation, the matlab will be used to find K = F ∗V −1
and cofactor expansion to calculate the eigenvalues of the K matrix. Each R0 is the
maximum of the eigenvalue of each pen and shown as follows: R0 = 0 which implies
that the DFE is stable, and there will be no disease outbreak at any time.
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R
[2−5,11,13]
0 =
βkIσkL
(di,j+1 +mi + µi)(di,j+1 +mi + σkL)
+
βkPγIσkL(bi + Si−1di−1,j)
(di,j+1 +mi)(r + νk)(di,j+1 +mi + µi)(di,j+1 +mi + σkL)
+
βkGγkIσkLνk(bi + Si−1di,j)
r(di,j+1 +mi)(r + νk)(di,j+1 +mi + µi)(di,j+1 +mi + σkL)
where i, j = 2, . . . , 6, and k = 2, 3. In addition,
R
[6]
0 =
β2Iσ2L
(d6,8m6 + µ6)(d6,8 +m8 + σ2L)
+
β2Pγ2Iσ2L(b6 + S5d5,6)
(d6,8 +m6)(r + v)(d6,8 +m6 + µ6)(d6,8 +m6 + σ2L)
+
β2Gγ2Iσ2Lν2(b6 + S5d5,6)
r(d6,8 +m6)(r + ν2)(d6,8 +m6 + µ6)(d6,8 +m6 + σ2L)
.
R
[7]
0 =
β3Iσ3L
(d7,10 +m7 + σ3L)C7
+
β3Cσ3Iσ3L
(d7,10 +m7 + σ3C)(d7,10 +m7 + σ3L)C7
+
β3Pσ3L(b7 + S14d14,7)(d7,10γ3I + γ3Im7 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
(d7,10 +m7)(r + ν3)(d7,10 +m7 + σ3C)(d7,10 +m7 + σ3L)C7
+
β3Gσ3Lν3(b7 + S14d14,7)(d7,10γ3I + γ3Im7 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C
r(d7,10 +m7)(r + ν3)(d7,10 +m7 + σ3C)(d7,10 +m7 + σ3L)C7
where C7 = (d7,10 +m7 + µ7 + σ3I).
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R
[8]
0 =
β3Iσ3L
(d8,9 +m8 + σ3L)C8
+
β3Cσ3Iσ3L
(d8,9 +m8 + σ3C)(d8,9 +m8 + σ3L)C8
+
β3Pσ3L(b8 + S6d6,8)(d8,9γ3I + γ3Im8 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
(d8,9 +m8)(r + ν3)(d8,9 +m8 + σ3C)(d8,9 +m8 + σ3L)C8
+
β3Gσ3Lν3(b9 + S8d8,9)(d9,12γ3I + γ3Im9 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
r(d8,9 +m8)(r + ν3)(d8,9 +m8 + σ3C)(d8,9 +m8 + σ3L)C8
where C8 = (d8,9 +m8 + µ8 + σ3I).
R
[9]
0 =
β3Iσ3L
(d9,12 +m9 + σ3L)C9
+
β3Cσ3Iσ3L
(d9,12 +m9 + σ3C)(d9,12 +m9 + σ3L)C9
+
β3Pσ3L(b9 + S8d8,9)(d9,12γ3I + γ3Im9 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
(d9,12 +m9)(r + ν3)(d9,12 +m9 + σ3C)(d9,12 +m9 + σ3L)C9
+
β3Gσ3Lν3(b9 + S8d8,9)(d9,12γ3I + γ3Im9 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
r(d9,12 +m9)(r + ν3)(d9,12 +m9 + σ3C)(d9,12 +m9 + σ3L)C9
where C9 = (d9,12 +m9 + µ9 + σ3I).
R
[10]
0 =
β3Iσ3L
C10
+
β3Cσ3Iσ3L
(d10,11 +m10 + σ3C)C10
+
β3Pσ3L(b10 + S7d7,10)(d10,11γ3I + γ3Im10 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
(d10,11 +m10)(r + ν3)C10
+
β3Gσ3Lν3(b10 + S7d7,10)(d10,11γ3I + γ3Im10 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
r(d10,11 +m10)(r + ν3)C10
.
where C10 = (d10,11 +m10 + σ3L)(d10,11 +m10 + µ10 + σ3I).
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R
[12]
0 =
β3Iσ3L
C12
+
β3Cσ3Iσ3L
(d12,13 +m12 + σ3C)C12
+
β3Pσ3L(b12 + S11d9,12 + S11d11,12)(d12,13γ3I + γ3Im12 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
(d12,13 +m12)(r + ν3)C12
+
β3Gσ3Lν3(b12 + S9d9,12 + S11d11,12)(d12,13γ3I + γ3Im12 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
r(d12,13 +m12)(r + ν3)(d12,13 +m12 + σ3C)C12
where C12 = (d12,13 +m12 + σ3L)(d12,13 + +m12 + µ12 + σ3I)
R
[14]
0 =
β3Iσ3L
C14
+
β3Cσ3Iσ3L
(d14,7 +m14 + σ3C)C14
+
β3Pσ3L(b14 + S13d13,14)(d14,7γ3I + γ3Im14 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
(d14,7 +m14)(r + v)(d14,7 +m14 + σ3C)C14
+
β3Gσ3Lν3(b14 + S14d13,14)(d14,7γ3I + γ3Im14 + γ3Cσ3I + γ3Iσ3C)
r(d14,7 +m14)(r + v)(d14,7 +m14 + σ3C)C14
where C14 = (d14,7 +m14 + σ3L)(d14,7m14 + µ14 + σ3L).
Thus, if R
[i]
0 > 1 for i = 1, . . . , 14, then there will be a disease outbreak. Conversely,
if R
[i]
0 < 1, then the disease will die out. Hence,
R
[1]
0 ≡ R[2,...,6]0 ≡ R[7,...,14]0 ≡ SLE, SLIE, SLISE, respectively.
Result 6: (Two pen system Assumptions)
(H1). Springer can be latent with MAP, but cannot shed the bacilli to the environment
or transmit infection to the other cattle.
(H2). If infected, meaning that cattle shed < 10, 000 CFU/gram of feces [3], and
springer do not enter super shedders yet.
(H3). Purchased springer can be latent or infected, but not shed bacilli (not super
shedders).
(H4). Pen environment is host specific.
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(H5). General environment is indirect contact which can introduce the MAP bacteria
to the springer (i.e. lagoon water).
We will use pens 2 and 3 (Post-weaned) to demonstrate the R0 expression
using matlab and cofactor of matrix K , the dominant eigenvalues of matrix K have
very complicated in form and no longer can be deciphered or make any sense from
the equation (i.e. R0 expression is about eleven pages long); therefore, we will sim-
plify them by making the following further assumptions and analyzing the unknown
parameters one at a time showing the correlation of each of the parameters versus
R0 .
1. d1,2 = 0 (no cattle movements come from pen 1).
2. d2,3 = 0 and d3,4 = 0 (always zero since there is no other pen to move to).
3. m2,m3, µ2, µ3, σ2L, γ2I , r, ν2 are known.
4. DFE = (S∗2 , 0, 0, 0, 0, S
∗
3 , 0, 0, 0, 0).
where S∗i = N
∗
i for i = 2, 3 of the CM model.
Then the R0 for each of the unknown parameters are as follows:
(2a). Let β2I , β2P , β2G be unknown parameters. Then
R
[2,3]
0 =
a1β2I
a2
+
a3β2P
a4
+
a5β2G
a6
+
1
2
√
a7β22G
a8
− a9β2Gβ2I
a10
+
a11β2Gβ2P
a12
+
a13β22I
a14
− a15β2Iβ2P
a16
+
a17β22P
a18
where ai > 0 for i = 1, . . . , 18. Thus, if R
[i]
0 > 1, then there will be a disease
outbreak. Conversely, if R
[i]
0 > 1, then the disease will die out.
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Figure 29. limβ2I ,β2P ,β2G→0R
[2,3]
0 = a , and limβ2I ,β2P ,β2G→∞R
[2,3]
0 =∞ ,
where a > 0 is some constant. The correlation between β2I , β2P , β2G ,
and R
[2,3]
0 are linear; that is, the linear correlation coefficient, r = +1.00
which implies that β2I , β2P , β2G , and R
[2,3]
0 have a strong positive linear
correlation (a perfect positive fit) such that as values for β2I , β2P , β2G
increases, values for R
[2,3]
0 also increase.
(2b). Let r be unknown. Then
R
[2,3]
0 =
a1r
2 + a2r + a3 + a4
√
a5r4
a6
+ a7r
3
a8
+ a9r
2
a10
+ a11r
a12
+ a13
a14(a15r2 + a16r)
where ai > 0 for i = 1, . . . , 16. Thus, if R
[2,3]
0 > 1 , then there will be a disease
outbreak. Conversely, if R
[2,3]
0 < 1, then the disease will die out.
Figure 30. r represents duration of pathogen survival.
limr→0+ R
[2,3]
0 = ∞ , and limr→∞R[2,3]0 = a , where a > 0. The
correlation between r and R
[2,3]
0 are convex up, decreasing as a
function of r . Note that the linear correlation coefficient: r = −1.00
implies that r and R
[2,3]
0 have a strong negative linear correlation
(a perfect negative fit) which indicates a relationship between r and
R
[2,3]
0 such that as values for r increase, values for R
[2,3]
0 decrease. The
slope of this line is negative.
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(2c). Let ν2 be unknown. Then
R
[2,3]
0 =
a1ν2 + a2 + a3
√
a4ν22
a5
+ a6ν2
a7
+ a8
a9
a10(a11ν2 + a12)
where ai > 0 for i = 1, . . . , 12. Thus, if R
[2,3]
0 > 1, then there will be a disease
outbreak. Conversely, if R
[2,3]
0 < 1, then the disease will die out.
Figure 31. v2 is the transition rate from pen 2-6 to the general en-
vironment. The limν2→0R
[2,3]
0 = a1 , and limν2→∞R
[2,3]
0 = a2 , where
a1 > a2 > 0. Note that the linear correlation coefficient: r = 0.9962 <
+1.00 describes as strong positive linear correlation which indicates a
relationship between ν2 and R
[2,3]
0 such that as values for ν2 increase,
values for R
[2,3]
0 also increase. The slope of this line is positive.
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(2d). Let γ2I be unknown. Then
R
[2,3]
0 =
a1γ2I
a2
+ a3 +
1
2
√
a4γ22I
a5
+
a6γ2I
a7
where ai > 0 for i = 1, . . . , 7. Thus, if R
[2,3]
0 > 1, then there will be a disease
outbreak. Conversely, if R
[2,3]
0 < 1, then the disease will die out.
Figure 32. limγ2I→0R
[2,3]
0 = a , and limγ2I→∞R
[2,3]
0 =∞ , where a > 0.
The correlation between γ2I and R
[2,3]
0 are linear, that is; the linear
correlation coefficient: r = +1.00 which implies that γ2I and R
[2,3]
0
have a strong positive linear correlation (a perfect positive fit) such
that as values for γ2I increase, values for R
[2,3]
0 also increase. The slope
of this line is positive.
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(2e). Let σ2L be unknown. Then
R
[2,3]
0 =
a1σ
2
2L + a2σ2L + a3σ2L
√
a4σ22L
a5
+ a6σ2L
a7
+ a8
a9(a10σ22L + a11σ2L + a12)
where ai > 0 for i = 1, . . . , 12. Thus, if R
[2,3]
0 > 1, there will be a disease outbreak.
Conversely, if R
[2,3]
0 < 1, the disease will die out.
Figure 33. limσ2L→0R
[2,3]
0 = 0, and limσ2L→∞R
[2,3]
0 = a , where a > 0.
Note that the linear correlation coefficient: r = 0.6933 < +1.00 is gen-
erally described as strong positive linear correlation which indicates a
relationship between σ2L and R
[2,3]
0 such that as values for σ2L increase,
values for R
[2,3]
0 also increase (concave down increasing as a function of
σ2L ). The slope of this line is positive.
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(2f). Let mi, µi for i = 2, 3 be unknown. Then
R
[2,3]
0 =
A1 + A2 + A3 + a3
√
B1 −B2
a69(A19 + A20 + A21
with
B1 = A4 + A5 + A6 + A8 + A9 + A10 + A12 + A13 + A16
B2 = A7 + A11 + A14 + A15 + A17
Figure 34. mi, µi represent mortality/culling and farm animal removal
rate, respectively. limmi+µi→0R
[2,3]
0 = ∞ , and limmi+µi→∞R[2,3]0 = a ,
where a > 0 and i = 2, 3. The correlation between mi + µi and R
[2,3]
0
are convex up, decreasing as functions of mi +µi . Note that the linear
correlation coefficient: r = −0.7853 > −1 is generally described as a
strong negative linear correlation (a perfect negative fit) which indicates
a relationship between mi+µi and R
[2,3]
0 such that as values for mi+µi
increase, values for R
[2,3]
0 decrease. The slope of this line is negative.
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where
A1 = a1m2µ2 + a2m3µ3 + a65m2µ
2
3 + a65m
2
2m3 + a66m2m
3
3
A2 = a66m
3
2m3 + a67m
2
2µ2 + a68m
2
3µ3 + a1m
2
2 + a67m
3
2 + a2m
2
3
A3 = a68m
3
3 + a66m
2
2m3µ2 + a66m2m
2
3µ3 + a65m2m3µ2 + a65m2m3µ3
A4 =
a4m2m
4
3
a5
+
a6m
4
2m3
a7
+
a8m2m
5
3
a9
+
a10m
5
2m3
a11
+
a12m2m
6
3
a13
+
a14m
6
2m3
a15
A5 =
a16m
3
2µ2
a17
+
a18m
4
2m2
a19
+
a20m
3
3µ3
a21
+
a22m
5
2µ2
a23
+
a24m
4
3µ3
a25
+
a26m
5
3µ3
a27
A6 =
a16m
4
2
a28
+
a18m
5
2
a29
+
a20m
4
3
a30
+
a22m
6
2
a31
+
a24m
5
3
a32
+
a26m
6
3
a33
A7 =
a34m
2
2m
2
3
a35
− a36m
2
2m
3
3
a37
− a38m
3
2m
2
3
a39
+
a40m
2
2m
4
3
a41
− a42m
3
2m
3
3
a43
− a44m
4
2m
2
3
a41
A8 =
a45m
4
2m
5
3
a46
− a47m
3
2m
4
3
a48
− a49m
4
2m
3
3
a48
+
a45m
5
2m
2
3
a46
+
a50m
2
2m
6
3
a74
− a50m
4
2m
4
3
a63
A9 =
a50m
6
2m
2
3
a74
+
a16m
2
2µ
2
2
a28
+
a18m
3
2µ
2
2
a29
+
a20m
2
3µ
2
3
a30
+
a22m
4
2µ
2
2
a31
+
a24m
3
3µ
2
3
a32
A10 =
a26m
4
3µ
2
3
a33
− a34m2m
2
3µ2
a35
− a36m2m
3
3µ2
a37
− a34m
2
2m3µ3
a35
+
a6m
3
2m3µ2
a51
+
a4m2m
3
3µ3
a52
A11 =
a8m2m
4
3µ2
a53
− a38m
3
2m3µ3
a39
+
a10m
4
2m3µ2
a54
+
a8m2m
4
3µ3
a55
− a10m
4
2m3µ3
a56
+
a14m
5
2m3µ2
a57
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A12 =
a12m2m
5
3µ3
a58
+
a6m
2
2m3µ
2
2
a7
− a38m
2
2m
2
3µ2
a39
+
a4m2m
2
3µ
2
3
a5
− a36m
2
2m
2
3µ3
a37
− a42m
2
2m
3
3µ3
a43
A13 =
a10m
3
2m3µ
2
2
a11
+
a59m
3
2m
2
3µ2
a60
+
a8m2m
3
3µ
2
3
a9
+
a61m
2
2m
3
3µ3
a60
− a47m
2
2m
4
3µ2
a48
− a42m
3
2m
2
3µ3
a43
A14 =
a49m
3
2m
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where ai > 0 for i = 1, . . . , 74. Thus, if R
[2,3]
0 > 1, then there will be a disease
outbreak. Conversely, if R
[2,3]
0 < 1, then the disease will die out.
Result 7: Symbolic computations for β2I , β2P , β2G,m2,m3, µ2, µ3, σ2L, γ2I , r, ν2 .
Assumptions:
1. Let β2I , β2P , β2G,m2,m3, µ2, µ3, σ2L, γ2I , r, ν2 be known.
2. d1,2 (no cattle movements come from pen 1).
3. d2,3 be unknown and d3,4 = 0 (d3,4 always zero because there is no other pen
to move to).
4. DFE = (S∗2 , 0, 0, 0, 0, S
∗
3 , 0, 0, 0, 0) where S
∗
i = N
∗
i for i = 2, 3 of the CM
model.
The eigenvalues are: λ = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
λ6 =
a1d
3
2,3 + a2d2,3 + a4 − a5
√
B
a19(a20d32,3 + a21d
2
2,3 + a22d2,3 + a23)
λ7 =
a1d
3
2,3 + a2d2,3 + a4 + a5
√
B
a19(a20d32,3 + a21d
2
2,3 + a22d2,3 + a23)
R
[2,3]
0 = λ7
where
B =
a6d
6
2,3
a7
+
a8d
5
2,3
a9
+
a10d
4
2,3
a11
− a12d
3
2,3
a13
− a14d
2
2,3
a15
+
a16d2,3
a17
+ a18
where ai > 0 for i = 1, . . . , 23. Thus, if R
[2,3]
0 > 1, then there will be a disease
outbreak.
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Figure 35. d2,3 is the cattle movement rate from pen 2 to pen 3. We
have limd2,3→0R
[2,3]
0 = a1 , and limd2,3→∞R
[2,3]
0 = a2 , where a1 > a2 >
0. The correlation between d2,3 and R
[2,3]
0 are convex up, decreasing
as function of d2,3 . Note that the linear correlation coefficient: r =
−0.7436 is generally described as a strong negative linear correlation (a
perfect negative fit) which indicates a correlation relationship between
d2,3 and R
[2,3]
0 such that as values for d2,3 increase, values for R
[2,3]
0
decrease. The slope of this line is negative.
Ideally, the next step would be to derive the closed form of the R0 expression
for the general hybrid model and with this value to study the effectiveness of the
control measures numerically. Unfortunately, it proved practically impossible to do
so. Using symbolic representations of our 63 parameters we attempted to run hybrid
model simulations. The result of one simulation gave us a value for R0 which was 60
pages long and could not be deciphered.
Facing this obstacle we designed an alternate approach in which we looked
at one parameter at a time using two pens and one unknown variable (one symbolic
parameter). Thus, the application of the hybrid model was accomplished mathemat-
ically in a piecemeal fashion. The work done using this approach is presented in the
next subsection.
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4.4 Impacts of the Control Measures
The cattle movement model is being explored, not as a stand-alone strategy
for controlling or eliminating JD in dairy herds, but it is thought to be a valuable and
overlooked additional measure which, in conjunction with other control measures, will
have a significant impact on infection rates. Thus, we must consider the combined
effects of the other control strategies in use in dairy herds along with the cattle
movement model strategy. In considering these approaches as complementary to one
another, we hope to derive the optimum strategy for JD control.
4.4.1 Control Strategies
As indicated in Tables 11 and 12, there are several control strategies for pre-
venting and controlling JD in dairy farms. The goal of this section is to quantify the
effectiveness of each measure using the estimated parameter values and the disease
parameter values available in the literature. As indicated in Table 12, we focus on
five control measures:
(1) colostrum management CR vs. MC [46],
(2) offsite heifer-rearing (calves are removed from exposure to infection soon after
birth and relocated to an offsite and apparently disease free herd and returned to the
infected herds as adults before calving) [5],
(3) reducing pathogen load in the environment by increasing scraping or power wash
by 10-fold
(4a) Test and cull case a: only in pen 12 once a week, (4b) Test and cull case b: only
in pen 7-14 (adult cows) once a year [37], and
(5) Effect of delaying exposure to unexposed calves (calves born and raised in unin-
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fected herds and introduced into an infected herd as adults vs calves born and raised
in an infected herd [23].
Table 11. Interventions and effects
Intervention Mechanism Hazard Ratios Model Author
Estimate (95% CI) outcome
Colostrum Prevention of 0.474(0.205–1.096) ELISA Pithua et al.
management transmission 0.572(0.309–1.059) Culture 2009
CR vs MC in calves 0.559(0.307–1.016) ELISA +
Culture
Maternity pen Prevention of 0.37(0.34–0.4) ELISA Pithua et al.
management transmission 0.09(0.06–0.14) Culture 2013
ICP vs MCP in calves
Maternity pen Enhanced immunity 0.12(0.06–0.23) Culture Espejo et al.
management an older age/ 2013
ICP vs MCP age-dependent
susceptibility
Effect of offsite Prevention of 0.37(0.34–0.4) ELISA Aly et al.
heifer rearing transmission 0.09(0.06–0.14) Culture 2015
in calves and
possibly enhanced
immunity due to
exposure at an older
age/age-dependent
susceptibility
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Table 12. Interventions studies.
Intervention Study Author
Successful control of Johne’s Wisconsin Collins et al.
disease in nine dairy herds: study 2010
Results of a six-year field trial
Reduction in incidence of Johne’s Minnesota Espejo et al.
disease associated with implementation study 2012
of a disease control program in
Minnesota demonstration herds
Decrease of Johne’s disease Minnesota Ferrouillet et al.
prevalence and incidence is six study 2009
Minnesota dairy herds in a (outcome
long-term management program prevalnce)
Changes in management practices and Canada Sorge et al.
apparent prevalence on Canadian prevalnce) 2010
dairy farms participating in a
voluntary risk assessment-based
Johne’s disease control program
4.5 Global Uncertainty Analysis of R0
The control measures are the strategies to control or reduce the incidence of
Johne’s disease as reflected by the basic reproduction model, R0 < 1. At R0 < 1,
infection levels will decline. In the present model, R0 had 63 parameters. In order to
understand how R0 is affected by these parameters, we performed global uncertainty
analysis (UA) [37]. In this subsection, the total of 23 study strategies examining the
effectiveness of the control measures on R0 were designed and simulated. All control
measures were designed with each of all the parameters having the ranges (min, max)
and calculating R0 (using HybridModelR0.m code Matlab) to pick random numbers
of each parameter used to calculate R0 . The calculation ran for 50,000 times and
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collected R0 ’s values; then min, max, average, risk, and 95% CI were calculated. The
results of these simulations are shown in the figures 36-42 and tables 16, 17, 19, and
18 below. The simulations are shown if these control measures can reduce R0 < 1
(see Table 14 & 15 for the parameter’s values used in the simulations and Table 13
for the control measure descriptions).
In order to understand the effect of various control measures upon the preva-
lence and incidence of JD, we performed the analysis with each of all the parame-
ters, again using Matlab to pick random parameter values. This simulation ran for
50,000 times and the results of the simulations are depicted in Figures 45-67. The
assumptions of this simulation is that one super-shedder cow and one infected cow
are introduced into the herd at year zero. The simulations as depicted in the figures
indicate the infection incidents and prevalence that we would expect to see over the
next ten year period.
Most striking in that seen between a herd where no controls (Control 0) are
used compared with a herd where all controls (Control 1000) are used. We find that in
the first case (Control 0, Figure 45), the prevalence is 52% of calves/heifers and 91.4%
of adult cows are infected at year 10. The number of weekly incidents of infection
are seen to peak among calves/heifers at year 7 with 52 new infections per week, and
adult new infections peak at week 3.5 with 43 new cases per week.
However, when all controls are used, Control 1000, Figure 67, we see a preva-
lence of calves/heifers is 0.02% at year 10 and adult prevalence is 1.01 at year 10.
Similarly, incidents of new cases of infection per week in calves/heifers is at 0.01 at
year 10 and in adults is 0.29 new cases per week at year 10.
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Table 13. Control measure descriptions.
Control # Description
0 no applying any preventive or control measure
1 Colostrum management CR vs. MC
2 Effect of offsite heifer rearing (calves are removed from
exposure to infection soon after birth and relocated to an
offsite and apparently disease free herd and returned to the
infected herds as adults-offsite heifer raising from birth
to calving, compared to complete onsite)
3 reducing the pathogen load in the environment
by increasing scraping or power wash 10 folds
4a test and cull case a: only in pen 12 once a week
4b test and cull case b: only in pen 7-14 once a year
5 Effect of delaying exposure Unexposed (calves born
and raised in uninfected herds and introduced into
an infected herd as adults vs calves born and raised in)
12 a combination of control 1 & 2
13 a combination of control 1 & 3
14a a combination of control 1 & 4a
14b a combination of control 1 & 4b
15 a combination of control 1 & 5
23 a combination of control 2 & 3
24a a combination of control 2 & 4a
24b a combination of control 2 & 4b
25 a combination of control 2 & 5
34a a combination of control 3 & 4a
34b a combination of control 3 & 4b
35 a combination of control 3 & 5
54a a combination of control 5 & 4a
54b a combination of control 5 & 4b
4a4b a combination of control 4a & 4b
1000 combination of every control measures
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Table 14. Parameters of SLE, SLIE and SLISE: models used in the simulations
Description range of parameters values Reference unit
Calves: Heifers: Adults:
Pen 1 Pens 2–6 Pens 7–14
Transmission
βI Infectious cattle 0 0 – 3 0 – 3.922 [8],[12],[37] cow/year
transmission rate [40],[42]
βC super shedder 0 0 0 – 3 [12],[37] 1/year
transmission rate [40],[42]
βP pen environment 0 0 – 2 0 – 2 Assumed 1/year(CFU)
transmission rate
βG general environment 0 – 0.07 0 – 3 0 – 3 [10],[40] 1/year(CFU)
transmission rate
Stage duration
1/σL latent stage N/A 0 – 0.33 0 – 0.33 [40],[66],[68] year
1/σI infectious N/A 2 – 10 2 – 10 [40],[66],[68] year
stage duration
1/σC infectious N/A 0 – 4 2 – 4 [40],[66],[68] CFU/(cow*year)
stage duration
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Table 15. Parameters of SLE, SLIE and SLISE: models used in the simulations
Description range of parameters values Reference unit
Calves: Heifers: Adults:
Pen 1 Pens 2–6 Pens 7–14
Transmission Environment related
γI average shedding 0 0 – 8,000 0 – 10,000 [3],[10] CFU/(cow*year)
rate of infectious [18]
cattle
γC average shedding 0 0 12,000 – [3] CFU/(cow*year)
rate of super 1,260,000
shedders CFU/g
1/r duration of 0.8 – 1.5 0.8 – 1.5 0.8 – 1.5 [40] year
pathogen survival
ν transition rate 0.025 – 0.35 – 0.5 – 1.25 Assumed 1/year
from pen to 0.0625 0.875
general
environment
α the proportion of 0 – 0.15 0 – 0.15 0 – 1.7 [38],[55] unit free
the calves that [66]
infected at birth
µ farm animal 0 – 0.0067 0 – 0.0067 0 – 0.0067 [42] 1/year
removal rate
Notes: *=10 year farm span. **median=average.
Note: year = 365.25 days.
Notes: We divided the range of parameter values according to each age group and
pen movement model: calves (0-1 yrs) in pen 1, Heifers (1–2 yrs) in pen 2–5, and
adult cows (more than 2 yrs) in pen 6-14. All the parameter values were calculated
in year. The parameter notations and the descriptions are shown in Table 14 and
15 . The environment-related γI (average shedding rate of infectious shedders) were
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calculated as follow:
Wet feces produced = 43.1 kg/day(cow) [10]
CFU/day(cow) = γI (CFU/g)4.31(kg/day(cow)) = γI (CFU/day(cow))43,100
γI : calves = (0, 10)CFU/g, heifer = (10, 50)CFU/g,
adult cow = (50, 10,000)CFU/g [18].
Figure 36. Control 0 is no prevention of any kind, control 1 is
Colostrum management CR vs. MC, control 2 is effect of offsite heifer
rearing, control 3 is ten times more scraping.
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Figure 37. Control 4a is the test and cull case a: only in pen 12 once
a week, control 4b is a combination of the test and cull for case b: only
in pen 7-14 once a year, control 5 is the delaying exposure (unexposed),
control 12 is a combination of the prevention of transmission in calves
and effect of offsite heifer rearing.
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Figure 38. Control 13 is a combination of the prevention of transmis-
sion in calves and ten times more scraping, control 14a is a combination
of the effect of offsite heifer rearing and test and cull for only pen 12
once a week, control 14b is the effect of offsite heifer rearing and ten
times more scraping, control 14b is a combination of the prevention of
transmission in calves and test and cull only in pen 7-14 once a year,
control 15 is a combination of prevention of transmission in calves and
delaying exposure (unexposed).
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Figure 39. Control 23 is a combination of the effect of offsite heifer
rearing and ten times more scraping, control 24a is a combination of
the effect of offsite heifer rearing and test and cull for only pen 12 once
a week, control 24b a combination of the effect of offsite heifer rearing
and test and cull only in pen 7-14 once a year, control 25 is prevention
of transmission in calves and test and cull for case b, control 15 is a
combination of the effect of offsite heifer rearing and delaying exposure
(unexposed).
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Figure 40. Control 34a is a combination of ten times more scraping
and test and cull for only pen 12 once a week, control 34b is a combina-
tion of the ten times more scraping and test and cull only in pen 7-14
once a year, control 35 a combination of the ten times more scraping
and delaying exposure (unexposed), control 54a is delaying exposure
(unexposed) and test and cull for only pen 12 once a week.
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Figure 41. Control 54a is a combination of the delaying exposure (un-
exposed) and test and cull only pen 7-14 once a year, control 4a4b a
combination of the test and cull only pen 12 once a week and test and
cull only pen 7-14 once a year, control 1000 is a combination of every
control measures.
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Figure 42. Control 34a4b is a combination of the effect of offsite heifer
rearing and test and cull only pen 12 once a week and test and cull only
in pen 7-14 once a year; Control 34a4b is a combination of ten times
more scraping and test and cull only pen 12 once a week and test and
cull only in pen 7-14 once a year; Control 54a4b is a combination of
the delaying exposure (unexposed) and test and cull only pen 12 once a
week and test and cull only in pen 7-14 once a year; Control 134a4b is
a combination of the prevention of transmission in calves and ten times
more scraping, test and cull only pen 12 once a week, and test and cull
only in pen 7-14 once a year.
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Table 16. min, max, mean, risk, 95% CI (Normal Distribution) for all
control measures
Control # Mean Min Max Risk 95% CI
0 3.92 0 20.33 0.81 3.89− 3.96
1 3.91 0 20.28 0.81 3.88− 3.95
2 3.86 0 20.07 0.81 3.82− 3.89
3 1.51 0 4.49 0.64 1.49− 1.52
4a 2.11 0 7.16 0.74 2.09− 2.12
4b 1.31 0 3.33 0.60 1.31− 1.32
5 3.78 0 19.69 0.81 3.75− 3.82
12 3.85 0 20.05 0.81 3.82− 3.89
13 1.50 0 4.49 0.63 1.49− 1.50
14a 2.10 0 7.14 0.73 2.09− 2.11
14b 1.30 0 3.32 0.59 1.29− 1.31
15 3.78 0 19.64 0.81 3.75− 3.81
23 1.49 0 4.49 0.63 1.49− 1.50
24a 2.06 0 7.00 0.73 2.05− 2.08
24b 1.29 0 3.31 0.59 1.29− 1.30
25 3.78 0 19.69 0.81 3.75− 3.82
34a 1.09 0 2.52 0.51 1.09− 1.10
34b 1.21 0 3.01 0.56 1.21− 1.22
35 2.02 0 6.83 0.72 2.00− 2.03
54a 2.02 0 6.83 0.72 2.00− 2.03
54b 1.27 0 3.28 0.59 1.27− 1.28
4a4b 1.01 0 2.22 0.47 1.01− 1.02
1000 0.89 0 2.03 0.42 0.89− 0.90
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Table 17. min, max, mean, risk, 95% CI (Normal Distribution) for all
control measures
Control # Mean Min Max Risk 95% CI
24a4b 0.97 0 2.17 0.45 0.96− 0.98
34a4b 0.94 0 2.04 0.42 0.93− 0.95
54a4b 0.95 0 2.15 0.45 0.94− 0.96
134a4b 0.93 0 2.03 0.42 0.92− 0.94
Table 18. k , σ , average, 95 % CI (Generalized Extreme Value Distri-
bution) for all control measures
Control # k 95% CI (k) σ 95% CI (σ) mean 95% CI
24a4b −0.14 −0.15− (−0.13) 0.46 0.45− 0.47 0.75 0.74− 0.76
34a4b −0.13 −0.14− (−0.12) 0.42 0.41− 0.43 0.74 0.73− 0.75
54a4b −0.18 −0.19− (−0.17) 0.48 0.47− 0.49 0.74 0.73− 0.75
134a4b −0.12 −0.13− (−0.11) 0.42 0.41− 0.43 0.72 0.71− 0.73
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Table 19. k , σ , average, 95 % CI (Generalized Extreme Value Distri-
bution) for all control measures
Control # k 95% CI (k) σ 95% CI (σ) mean 95% CI
0 0.54 0.53− 0.55 1.62 1.60− 1.64 1.76 1.75− 1.78
1 0.54 0.53− 0.55 1.62 1.60− 1.64 1.76 1.74− 1.77
2 0.53 0.52− 0.54 1.61 1.59− 1.63 1.74 1.72− 1.76
3 0.13 0.12− 0.14 0.67 0.66− 0.67 1.03 1.02− 1.03
4a 0.24 0.23− 0.25 0.95 0.94− 0.96 1.30 1.29− 1.31
4b 0.002 −0.01− 0.01 0.59 0.59− 0.60 0.97 0.96− 0.97
5 0.50 0.49− 0.51 1.60 1.58− 1.62 1.73 1.71− 1.75
12 0.52 0.51− 0.53 1.61 1.60− 1.63 1.74 1.72− 1.75
13 0.14 0.13− 0.14 0.67 0.67− 0.68 1.01 1.01− 1.02
14a 0.24 0.23− 0.25 0.95 0.95− 0.96 1.29 1.29− 1.30
14b 0.004 −0.005− 0.13 0.59 0.59− 0.60 0.95 0.95− 0.96
15 0.50 0.49− 0.51 1.60 1.58− 1.61 1.73 1.71− 1.74
23 0.12 0.11− 0.13 0.69 0.69− 0.70 1.01 0.99− 1.013
24a 0.23 0.22− 0.2364 0.95 0.94− 0.96 1.27 1.26− 1.28
24b −0.01 (−0.02)− 0.0047 0.61 0.60− 0.61 0.94 0.94− 0.95
25 0.50 0.49− 0.5137 1.60 1.58− 1.62 1.73 1.71− 1.75
34a −0.07 (−0.08)− 0.0647 0.49 0.48− 0.49 0.84 0.83− 0.84
34b −0.01 (−0.02)− (−0.0026) 0.54 0.54− 0.55 0.90 0.89− 0.90
35 0.20 0.19− 0.2129 0.94 0.94− 0.95 1.26 1.25− 1.27
54a 0.20 0.19− 0.2129 0.94 0.94− 0.95 1.26 1.25− 1.27
54b −0.04 (−0.05)− (−0.03) 0.62 0.62− 0.63 0.93 0.92− 0.94
4a4b −0.13 (−0.14)− (−0.12) 0.45 0.45− 0.45 0.79 0.79− 0.80
1000 −0.19 (−0.20)− (−0.18) 0.47 0.47− 0.47 0.69 0.69− 0.70
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Figure 43. All control measures cumulative probability plots.
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Figure 44. All control measures CDF in one plot.
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Figure 45. Control 0 Prevalence Plots.
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Figure 46. Control 1 Prevalence, Number of weekly incidents, and
frequency of prevalence and incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 47. Control 2 Prevalence, Number of weekly incidents, and
frequency of prevalence and incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 48. Control 3 Prevalence, Number of weekly incidents, and
frequency of prevalence and incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 49. Control 4a Prevalence, Number of weekly incidents, and
frequency of prevalence and incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 50. Control 4b Prevalence, Number of weekly incidents, and
frequency of prevalence and incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 51. Control 5 Prevalence, Number of weekly incidents, and
frequency of prevalence and incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 52. Control 12 is a combination of control 1 & 2: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 53. Control 13 is a combination of control 1 & 3: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 54. Control 14a is a combination of control 1 & 4a: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 55. Control 14b is a combination of control 1 & 4b: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 56. Control 15 is a combination of control 1 & 5: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 57. Control 23 is a combination of control 2 & 3: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 58. Control 24a is a combination of control 2 & 4a: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 59. Control 24b is a combination of control 2 & 4b: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 60. Control 25 is a combination of control 2 & 5: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 61. Control 34a is a combination of control 3 & 4a: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 62. Control 34b is a combination of control 3 & 4b: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 63. Control 35 is a combination of control 3 & 5: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 64. Control 54a is a combination of control 5 & 4b: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 65. Control 54b is a combination of control 5 & 4b: Prevalence,
Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and incidents
in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 66. Control 4a4b is a combination of control 4a & 4b: Preva-
lence, Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence and
incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 67. Control 1000 is a combination of all the control measures:
Prevalence, Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence
and incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 68. Control 24a4b is a combination of control 2 & 4a & 4b:
Prevalence, Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence
and incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 69. Control 34a4b is a combination of control 3 & 4a & 4b:
Prevalence, Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence
and incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 70. Control 54a4b is a combination of control 5 & 4a & 4b:
Prevalence, Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence
and incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
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Figure 71. Control 134a4b is a combination of control 1 & 3 & 4a & 4b:
Prevalence, Number of weekly incidents, and frequency of prevalence
and incidents in calves, heifers, and adult cows.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Using the values of Tables 14 and 15, the numerical simulations were carried
out with respect to the R0 values of the hybrid model and the JD incidence and preva-
lence. For each case, 50,000 simulations were performed using the values randomly
picked from the intervals indicated in Tables 14 and 15. The numerical simulations
of the R0 values of the hybrid model are presented in frequency plots shown in Fig.
36-42 and the summary Table 16 & 17. In the following we provide a full description
of the results.
As shown in Fig. 36, in the absence of any control measure (i.e., control 0) the
average R0 value reaches to 3.92 and the frequency plot has a long tail, which exceeds
R0 = 20. The numerical simulations indicate that controls 1 and 2 are not effective
and they cannot reduce the R0 values (see Fig. 36). The control 1 is expected to
prevent the JD transmission in calves using colostrum management (CR vs. MC). In
control 2, calves are removed from exposure to infection soon after birth and relocated
to an offsite, and presumably disease free herd, and returned to the infected herds
as adults. These controls are designed to reduce the JD prevalence in the calf and
heifer populations and therefore they are not capable of reducing the R0 values and
the risk of outbreaks (see Table 16) in dairy farms.
Similarly, as shown in Fig. 5, control 5 (delaying exposure of calves to infected
cows) and a combination of controls 1 & 2 are not successful to reduce the R0 values
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and the risk of outbreaks. However, in the simulations of JD incidence and prevalence,
it will be shown that controls 2 and 5 are the best measures to reduce the prevalence
and the number of incidents in the calf and heifer population.
Fig. 36 and Fig. also indicate that control 3 (reducing the pathogen load
in the environment) and control 4a (weekly test and cull in pen 12) and control 4b
(annual test and cull in pens 7-14) are very effective in reducing the R0 values and
the risk of JD outbreaks. In that regard, they are ordered as control 4b, 3 and 4a
with the average R0 values, 1.31, 1.51, and 2.11.
Fig. 38-42 represent the frequency plots of the R0 values when different com-
binations of the control measures are employed. It can be seen that combination of
test and cull in pen 12 and adult pens in pen 7-14 (i.e., combinations of controls 4a
and 4b) is the most effective binary measure and a combination of control 3 and 4a
or 4b is the second most effective binary measure.
Table 16 & 17 reveals an important finding, that even combining all control
measures is not effective to completely eliminate the risk of JD outbreak. Never-
theless, the risk of JD outbreak drops from 81% to 42% and the average R0 value
drops from 3.92 to 0.89. Hence, on average, a farm that employs all control measures
or a combination of three control measures in Fig. 42 should remain disease free.
However, there is still a substantial risk of JD outbreak.
Table 19 & 18, is a summary of the parameter values of the Generalized Ex-
treme Value Distribution fitted to the frequency plots in Fig. 36-42. The effect of
the control measures has been reflected in the mean values where it can be seen that
the combination of controls 4a & 4b is reducing the mean value to 0.79 and the
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combination of all control measures reduces the mean value to 0.69.
Fig. 43 represents snapshots of the cumulative probability plots for all 22
measures and the case of no control. Again, it can be seen that the combination of
controls 4a & 4b, 2 & 4a & 4b, 3 & 4a & 4b, 5 & 4a & 4b, 1 & 3 & 4a & 4b, or
combination of all control measures (the bottom two rows) are the most effective, in
which the curve reach to the value one at a much faster rate compared to the others.
Fig. 4.5 combines all cumulative probability curves in one panel.
The numerical simulations of JD incident and prevalence are presented in Fig.
45-71. In the following we provide a full description of the results. In the population
calves and heifers, controls 1 & 5 (Fig. 56), 2 & 5 (Fig. 60), 3 & 5 (Fig. 63), 5
& 4a (Fig. 64), 5 & 4b (Fig. 65), and all controls combined (Fig. 67) result in
prevalence below 0.02% . We may note the heavy presence of control 5 in all of the
above mentioned cases. In control 5 (delaying exposure), calves are born and raised
in uninfected herds and introduced into an infected herd as adults. Therefore, in
the cases that control 5 is involved, the 0.02% prevalence is mainly from the heifer
population. Hence, control 5 is the best measure to reduce the prevalence of the
infection in the calf and heifer population.
The next group of control measures that are effective in the population of calf
and heifers are controls 1 & 2 (Fig. 52), 2 (Fig. 47), 2 & 3 (Fig. 57), 2 & 4a (Fig.
58), and 2 & 4b (Fig. 59) resulting in prevalence about 0.1% . All of these measures
include control 2 (offsite heifers rearing), in which calves are removed from exposure to
infection soon after birth and relocated to an offsite and apparently, disease free herd
and returned to the infected herds as adults (Offsite heifers raising). Although the off-
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site nursery prevents contact between the adult and non-adult cows, the environment
in the off-site nursery pens can be contaminated with the lagoon water and therefore
an average of 0.1% prevalence is expected. Nevertheless, the simulations suggested
that control 2 is the second best measure to reduce the JD prevalence in the calve
and heifers population.
In the population of calves and heifers, the next three groups of control mea-
sures with prevalence of about 0.36% , 0.43% , and 0.55% are respectively group 1:
controls 3 (Fig. 48), 1 & 4a (Fig. 54), 1 (Fig. 46), 4a (Fig. 49), 1 & 4b (Fig. 55),
group 2: control 4b (Fig. 50), and group 3: controls 1 & 3 (Fig. 53), 3 & 4a (Fig.
61), 3 & 4b (Fig. 62).
In the population of adult cows, controls 2 & 4a (Fig. 58), 2& 4b (Fig. 59), 3
& 4b (Fig. 62), 5 & 4b (Fig. 65), 4a & 4b (Fig. 66), and all controls combined (Fig.
67) result in prevalence about 1.05% . We may note that in all of the abovementioned
cases, control 4a (weekly test and cull in pen 12) or control 4b (annual test and cull
in pens 7-14) is present. Hence an effective way to reduce the prevalence in the adult
cow population is test and cull. But note that control 4a (Fig. 49) is more effective
than control 4b (Fig. 50), a prevalence of 1.21% versus 1.56% .
The next effective method of reducing the prevalence in the adult cow popula-
tion is reducing the pathogen load in the environment through scraping, power wash
or any other method (control 3). Specifically, controls 3 & 5 (Fig. 63), 2 & 3 (Fig.
57), 1 & 3 (Fig. 53), and 3 & 4a (Fig. 61) result in a prevalence about 1.07% .
To summarize, single controls alone are only partially effective at reducing JD
infection, with test and cull as the most effective single control measure. By far the
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best outcome is demonstrated when the cattle movement model pen system utilized
in this research is combined with all of the control measures together (test and cull,
cleaning, and isolating calves and heifers from the herd). When we compare using no
control measures to employing all of these measures, the risk of JD outbreak drops
from 82% to 42% and the average R0 value drops from 3.92 to 0.89.
Over time, this demonstrates a very effective approach to JD disease man-
agement in the dairy farm. Simulations of a herd with the presence of JD infection
show that 10 years after employing all control measures within the cattle movement
model pen system there is a prevalence of JD below 0.02% in calves and heifers, and
a prevalence in adult cows of 1.05% .
APPENDIX A
EXTRA FIGURES AND TABLES
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Figure 72. Note that farm 3 spent more time in pen 2 (post-weaned,
nursery unit), and in pen 11 (milking unit). Farm 1 spent more time in
pen 1 (pre-weaned, nursery unit) and equally time with farm 9 in pen
10 (milking unit).
Figure 73. Same as Figure B.1, but display only farm 1, 3, and 8,
displaying farm 3 spends more time in pen 2 (post-weaned, nursery
unit), and in pen 11 (milking unit); farm 1 spent more time in pen
1 (pre-weaned, nursery unit) and equally time with farm 9 in pen 10
(milking unit).
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Figure 74. Same as Figure B.2 for farm 6, 7, and 9.
Figure 75. red=farm1, green=farm3, cyan=farm6, black=farm7,
blue=farm8, dark blue=farm9. Same as Figure B.1 for all farms. Note
that farm 3 spent more time in pen 2 (post-weaned, nursery unit), and
in pen 11 (milking unit). Farm 1 spent more time in pen 1 (pre-weaned,
nursery unit) and equally time with farm 9 in pen 10 (milking unit).
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The following histograms are the comparison of pen 1 - pen 14 of all the farms:
In the following figures below are the comparison of all pens of farm 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, and
9. The graphs show total number of cows versus number of days that they spend in
each pen (1 - 14).
Figure 76. There is no pen 1 in farm 6, 7, and 9 (no pre-weaned).
Figure 77. There is no pen 2 in farm 6 (no post-weaned).
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Figure 78. All farms in pen 3.
Figure 79. Farm 1, farm 3, farm 6, farm 7, and farm 8, time spent in
pen 4. Note that there is no pen 4 in farm 9 and farm 3 spent more
time in pen 4.
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Figure 80. Time spent in pen 5. Note that there is no pen5 in farm
6, 7, and 9. Farm 3 spent time in pen 5 more than farm 1 and 8.
Figure 81. Time spent in pen 6. Note that farm 9 do not have no pen
6 and farm 6 spent less time in pen 6.
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Figure 82. Time spent in pen 7. Note that Farm 9 does not have pen 7.
Figure 83. Time spent in pen 8. Note that farm 9 has no pen 8.
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Figure 84. Time spent in pen 9. Note that farm 6 and farm 9 do not
have pen 9 and farm 3 spent more time in pen 9 more than the other
farms in this pen.
Figure 85. farm 1 and 3, cows spent more time in pen 10.
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Figure 86. Farm 1, 3, 7, and 8 spent more time in pen 11.
Figure 87. Farm 1 spent less time in pen 12.
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Figure 88. No farm 6 and 9 for pen 13.
Figure 89. Time spent in pen 14. Note that farm 1, 6, 7, and 9 have no pen 14.
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Figure 90. All farms, calves born or purchased. Farm1 has 3541 calves,
farm 3 has 5751, farm 6, 7, and 9 have zero calves born or purchased
in 2011.
The following tables below are shown the total of unique record date for farm 1, 3, 6,
7, 8, and 9 corresponding to 2011 - 2015.
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Table 20. Total of unique reading days on which a cow’s variables
were recorded (i.e. what pen she was in, milk produced, etc.) for farm
1 from January, 2011 through April, 2015.
Farm 1 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total unique reading days
January 4 4 0 6 2 16
February 5 0 0 6 3 14
March 9 0 0 5 2 16
April 3 0 0 3 1 7
May 3 0 0 5 0 8
June 2 0 0 3 0 5
July 2 0 0 4 0 6
August 0 0 0 4 0 4
September 0 0 0 4 0 4
October 4 0 0 4 0 8
November 1 0 0 2 0 3
December 1 0 0 3 0 4
Total 34 4 0 49 8 95
Note that 0=no reading recorded.
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Table 21. Total of unique reading days on which a cow’s variables
were recorded (i.e. what pen she was in, milk produced, etc.) for farm
3 from January, 2011 through May, 2015.
Farm 3 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total unique reading days
January 1 2 1 3 2 9
February 1 0 0 1 2 4
March 1 1 1 2 2 7
April 0 3 1 1 1 6
May 2 2 2 2 2 10
June 1 0 0 3 0 4
July 1 0 1 1 0 3
August 1 1 2 2 0 6
September 1 1 2 2 0 6
October 2 1 1 2 0 6
November 0 0 2 2 0 4
December 1 1 1 1 0 4
Total 12 12 14 22 9 69
Note that 0=no reading recorded.
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Table 22. Total of unique reading days on which a cow’s variables
were recorded (i.e. what pen she was in, milk produced, etc.) for farm
6 from January, 2011 through January, 2015.
Farm 6 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total unique reading days
January 1 0 0 1 1 3
February 0 0 0 0 0 0
March 0 0 0 1 0 1
April 0 0 0 0 0 0
May 0 0 0 1 0 1
June 0 0 0 1 0 1
July 0 0 1 0 0 1
August 0 0 0 0 0 0
September 0 1 0 1 0 2
October 0 0 2 0 0 2
November 0 0 1 0 0 1
December 0 0 1 0 0 1
Total 1 1 5 5 1 13
Note that 0=no reading recorded.
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Table 23. Total of unique reading days on which a cow’s variables
were recorded (i.e. what pen she was in, milk produced, etc.) for farm
7 from June, 2013 through May, 2015.
Farm 7 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total unique reading days
January 0 0 0 1 1 1
February 0 0 0 0 0 0
March 0 0 0 1 2 4
April 0 0 0 0 1 1
May 0 0 0 1 2 3
June 0 0 2 1 0 3
July 0 0 2 0 0 2
August 0 0 1 0 0 3
September 0 0 1 1 0 2
October 0 0 3 0 0 4
November 0 0 2 0 0 2
December 0 0 2 0 0 4
Total 0 0 13 10 6 29
Note that 0=no reading recorded.
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Table 24. Total of unique reading days on which a cow’s variables
were recorded (i.e. what pen she was in, milk produced, etc.) for farm
8 from January, 2011 through June, 2015.
Farm 8 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total unique reading days
January 2 3 0 2 4 11
February 2 0 1 2 3 8
March 3 1 2 3 1 10
April 2 0 3 4 1 10
May 2 0 3 3 0 8
June 3 0 2 2 1 8
July 2 1 3 4 0 10
August 0 1 3 4 0 8
September 2 4 1 6 0 13
October 2 3 4 3 0 12
November 2 2 2 4 0 10
December 2 3 6 2 0 13
Total 24 18 30 39 10 121
Note that 0=no reading recorded.
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Table 25. Total of unique reading days on which a cow’s variables
were recorded (i.e. what pen she was in, milk produced, etc.) for farm
9 from February, 2011 through March, 2015.
Farm 9 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total unique reading days
January 0 0 1 0 0 1
February 1 0 0 0 0 1
March 0 0 1 2 1 4
April 0 0 0 0 0 0
May 0 0 0 0 0 0
June 0 0 0 0 0 0
July 0 0 0 1 0 1
August 0 0 0 2 0 2
September 0 1 1 1 0 3
October 1 1 2 0 0 4
November 0 1 1 0 0 2
December 0 1 2 1 0 4
Total 2 4 8 7 1 22
Note that 0=no reading recorded.
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VITA
Malinee Konboon was born on April 19, 1956, in Phrae, Thailand. In 1989
she was hired by United Airlines as a pilot and became the first Thai female pilot in
the aviation history.
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